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ABSTRACT 
This study was attempted to investigate parent management 
self-efficacy of children, The social-learning theory and 
the self-efficacy construct were heuristic in explaining 
the role of management changes experienced while the 
families were involved in a child and family psychiatric 
unit . 
A parent management self-efficacy questionnaire was 
designed to measure parents changing confidence du1-ing the 
inpatient/outpatient short-term intervention progrdm, 
Specific questions were asked about management situations, 
It was administered twice weekly lo both parents, of an 
ad mi t t e d ch i l d , Be ha vi our· a l me .as u re~. we r- e al ·=· o co 111 p l et. (?. d 6 y 
parents and slaff, evaluating the child's progress, 
The program lasts for 10 weeks, the first five being 
inpatient tr·eatrnent and the outpat.iEint follot,i-up cornplet.ing 
the short-term therapeutic program, A 6 month follow-up was 
attempted for all families satisfaclorily completing the 
research requirements, 
Results from this study are tentative, They suggest that 
self-efficacy in child management is an important variable 
in the maintenance of healthy psychological change, Further 
refinement is necessary to establish the relationship 
between child behavioural performance, self-efficacy in 
management and therapeutic intervention provided by a child 
inpatient treatment, There is some indication that if 
rn a n a g e m e n t s e l f - e f f i c a c y i s n o 1. e n h a n c e d d u r i ri g t h E? 1 (l 1,,i e e k 
program, then long-term change is doubtful, 
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CHAPTER ONE - LITERATURE REVIEW 
SECTION (A) - SELF-EFFICACY 
1,1 INTRODUCTION AND SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY 
Models of human functioning have no reality in 
themselves, They are attempts to explain or construe 
behaviour in terms that are mor~e fami 1 iar, The 'as if' 
quality of theoretical metaphors can become 'reified' as 
immutable statements of reality, It is, therefore, 
important to recognise their purpose, 
11 The primary function of models are to render a 
complex set of events manageable to provide 
templates to lay over selected aspects of reality 
in order to organise, explain and evaluate that 
chunk of rea 1 it y 11 (~Ji ne & Srnye, 1981, p30). 
Bandura (1986) claims that his explanation (or template) of 
human functioning is based on a model of triadic 
reciprocality. One of the fundamental principles of the 
social cognitive theory is this reciprocal deterministic 
mechanism that explains the interdependence between 
behaviour, mediational processes and the environment, 
Social learning theory claims the existence of, and 
refers to the role of mediational cognitive activity for 
the individual, What the social learning theory has 
provided is a framework for describing the interdependence 
between cognitive and behavioural change, Cognitive changes 
are invariably hidden, though inferred, from the 
individual's performance, and are essential to the change 
1 
process, The techniques used in therapewtic interventions 
focus on producing behavioural change with inferred 
c o g n i t i v e c h a n g e '=· • Ea s t ma n a n d ~1 a r· z i l l i e ,, ( 1 9 8 4 ) h av e 
supported this re-direction of focus from non-cognitive, 
conditioning explanations to include cognitive deterrninants 
of change. 
The essense of Bandur·a' s propo':',al, and its greatest 
value, is that it accounts for some of the divergent trends 
in behaviour therapy (Bandura, 1977), The unifying quality 
of this theory brought two previously distinct trends 
together, Cognitive processes were increasingly being used 
to explain the acquisition and retention of behaviour, 
whereas, procedures, based on performance, were pr • viny the 
most effective in bringing about change (Bandur·a, 1977). 
Poser (1978) agrees that self-efficacy has great heuristic 
value for the 'cognitization' of behaviour therapy. 
Prior to the conception of the self-efficacy construct, 
behavioural analysis and social learning theory differed 
with respect to a number of criteria, For example, the 
difference in emphasis ,.,Jith respect to environmental eve11ls 
and inferred cognitive events, the descriptions of human 
functioning and the models they proposed, The explanations 
of causal processes involved in psychological functioning 
differed, and the implications for a technology of 
behaviour change derived from them were, and are, 
procedurally distinct, Behavioural analysis identifies 
causal and correlational relationships between 
environmental factors that impinge on the individual frum 
,-, 
L 
the outside, There is no need to refer to internal mental 
events to explain human behaviour, 
Psychological research and theory predominantly focuses 
on two aspects of human functioning, Firstly, the 
acquisition of knowledge and the process of learning, and 
secondly, the execution of response patterns of behaviour 
(Bandura, 1980), It is important, therefore, to consider 
the relationship between knowledge and action, cognitions 
and behaviour, Self-referent thought undoubtedly plays a 
crucial role in the relationship people experience between 
judgements of their capabilities and their actions, 
Cognitive processes are intrinsically involved in the 
developement of new behaviours and their retention over 
time, Actions, or a person's attempts at performing on a 
task are effected by their self-percepts of personal 
effectiveness (self-efficacy), For instance, in a vicariuus 
learning situation , the experience of observation will 
facilitate the development of the subjects belief that they 
can emulate the model (Brody, 1980), 
Undoubtedly, the social learning theory of behaviour 
has developed to address the gap between observed human 
behaviour and our explanations of what is experienced by 
the individual, Performance is important for the completion 
of a task, However, if the individual is going to maintain 
the behaviour and improve in performance , then it is also 
important to establish a theory and a construct to explain 
how a person feels ahd assesses their performance, A method 
to test this theory is then required, 
1,2 COMPONENTS OF SELF-EFFICACY 
Bandura (1977) defined efficacy expectations as 'the 
conviction' that one could successfully execute a 
behaviour, This requires a judgement of whether the 
individual is capable of accomplishing a certain level of 
per·fo1'mance, Outcome e>1.pectations a1'e a per·son's 'estimate' 
that a given behaviour will lead to certain outcomes, This 
Judgement assesses the likely consequence such a behaviour 
tJill pr·oduce, For e>rnrnple, the belief that one can Jump six 
feet to clear a high-Jump rod is an efficacy Judgement; 
whereas, the anticipated social recognition and applause 
constitute the outcome e><peclations, An outcorr1e is the 
consequence of the act, not the act it':',elf (Bandur·a, 1986), 
Kazdin (1978) offered a similar explanation by defining 
self-efficacy expectations as an individual's appr'aisal of 
whether he/she can perform requisite behaviours, and 
outcome expectations as a person's beliefs about the 
results of certain behavioural performances, 
Bandura (1978) suggests that self-efficacy expectations 
be based upon a subject's assessment of the degree to which 
they can or· cannot cope with stressful events, that is, ar1 
individual's self-coping capabilities, One of the essential 
features of Bandura's definition of self-efficacy is a 
person's perceived ability to cope with a potentially 
aversive event <Eastman & Marzillier, 1984), 
The analysis of an individual's personal effectiveness 
4 
attempts to clarify the mechanism through which 
expectations of self-efficacy are created and strengthened, 
Initiation and regulation of behaviour is partly governed 
by people's perceptions of their abilty to cope in certain 
situations, For example, Bandura and Adams (1977) discuss 
the function of perceived self-efficacy in the tr~atment of 
avoidant behaviours, and especially snake phobias, They 
recommended this type of subject because of four important 
criteria : 
(1). a phobic dread of snakes has generalised debilitating 
effects on other activities and is very distressing; 
(2), the phobic behaviour is relatively refractor·y to 
change; 
(3), the level and generality of behavioural change can be 
assessed precisely; 
(4), treatment effects are rarely confounded by 
extra-therapei'tic encounters with the threats during the 
course of treatment, 
Clarification of the causal contribution of 
self-efficacy to performance requires precise measurement 
of self-efficacy Judgements and the gradations of 
behavioural change, An analysis of the mechanism of 
self-efficacy includes an investigation of the three 
components of the construct and their implications in 
future performance, The dimensions vary in : 
a) the magnitude (or level) of self-efficacy, ranging from 
simpler to more difficult tasks, Some tasks are evaluated 
as being easier than others, Individuals assess and 
5 
establish their own limitations on their expectations of 
personal effectiveness, 
b) genera 1 it y of t. he s e 1 f-e.f f i ca c y be l i e f , occur in g beyond 
the specific treatment situation, Judgements of personal 
effectiveness can be in specific areas of behaviour, while 
others are across a wide range of activities and functions, 
c ) s t r· e n g t h a 1 o n g a c: o n t i n u u m f r o m ' e a s i 1 y e >( t i n g u i s h a b 1 e ' 
to 'per-severing' behaviours, despite disconfirrnin'8 
experiences. The degree of correspondence between 
self-efficacy Judgements and performance wil 1 vary 
depending on slr·englh of the belief in one's capabilities. 
The level., str·ength, and gener·ality of an individual's 
self-efficacy will determine their choice of activities, 
h o lJ m u c h e f f o r-t t h e y 1,,J i 1 1 e x p e n d a n cl h o l,J l o n 9 t h e v 1,.1 i 1 1 
persist at a task, The stron9er· th(:\ perceived 
self-efficacy, the more active the individual is in copin9 
efforts, An informative analysis of self-efficacy 
Judgements requires the detailed assessment of magnitude, 
generality and strength (Bandura, 1986), 
Particularised measures of self-efficacy must coinside 
with an adequate assessment of behaviour, Global measures 
of self-efficacy and performance, that are ill-defined, 
will undoubtedly yield discordances, Measurements taken in 
simulated situations will also provide disparities, Bandura 
(1977) has termed this close assessment between behaviour 
and perceptions of personal effectiveness as a 
6 
microanalytic methodology, Such methods permit an 
investigation of the degree of congruence between 
self-percepts of behaviour and action at the level of 
individual tasks, The dynamic interplay between 
self-referent thought, action and affect is of central 
interest to self-efficacy theory (Bandura, 1986), 
1,3 THE CONTEXT OF SELF-EFFICACY THEORY 
There have been numerous alternative attempts to 
explain and research human functioning requiring an 
analysis of environmental contingencies. For instance, 
t h e r· e a r e e x am p 1 e s i n t h e J o u r n a 1 o f A p p 1 i e d B e h av i 1J u ,, a 1 
Analysis using operant and classical conditioning theory 
to describe phenomena, the neo-behaviouristic model <Wolpe, 
1976), cognitive behaviour· modification (Bc~c:k, 1976; 
Meichenbaum, 1977), multi-modal behaviour therapy (Lazarus, 
1976), Poser (1978) stresses that the self-efficacy theory 
should not be confused with other cognitive theories of 
human action such as effectance motive (White, 1959), 
self-esteem (Coopersmith, 1967), or locus of control 
(Rotter, 1966), Personal efficacy is not a motive 
disposition or personality trait, 
The construct of self-efficacy, which is embedded in 
social learning theor·y (Bandura & Adams 1977; Kazdin, 197t;) 
i s con s i de r e d c 1 o s e 1 y r e 1 at e d t o o t h er· t y p e s o f t h e O t' e t i ca 1 
explanations, For instance, Maddux el al (1982) refer to 
self-efficacy theory as belonging lo a larger family of 
theories commonly referred to as expectancy-value theories 
7 
(Bolles, 1972; Rogers~., Ne1,Jbon1, 1976; Vroom, 1964), 
Goldfied and Robins (1982) focus on the notion of perceived 
mastery and social competence and draw some common 
characteristics with other personality theorists, For 
instance, a per·son's sense of competence, ma<:,tery or 
effectance is considet'ed a cenlt'al motivator of hu1nan 
behaviour (deChar·ms, 1968; Rotter·, 1954; Seligman, 1975; 
lJh it e, 1 959) • 
A central factor in these numerous explanations is 
their pro-phenomenological emphasis, Bandura, especially, 
has assigned central explanatory roles lo phenomenal motive 
states <Brody, 1980), For· example, Seligman's (1975) 
learned helplessness model focuses on uncontrollable 
aversive events, and especially the importance of outcome 
expectations, Outcome expectations play a crucial role in 
the development of learned helplessness and feelings of 
inadequacy, An individual believes they do not have any 
control over the consequences of their actions, Bandura 
focuses on purposive behaviour and its development, 
Believing in one's capabilities and actin9 confidently 
strengthens the likelihood of such behaviours being 
executed, Performances that leave one person happy can 
leave another person dissatisfied because their standards 
differ, Unreasonable standards can lead to very 
disheartening senses of failure, Both theorists posit 
expectancy mechanisms of action, Seligman focuses on 
uncontrollable aversive events as the major antecedent of 
helplessness, and Bandura sees mastery experiences as 
leading to self-efficacy (Poser, 1978). Poser even sggests 
8 
that Seligmann's ter·m 'learned helplessness' comes close to 
being a negative version of personal efficacy, 
The clarification of outcome and efficacy expectations 
has been addressed, It is important to the establishment of 
this theory that they are distinguished, Outcomes are 
certainly not separated from the acts performed, How one 
behaves largely determines the outcomes one experiences, 
Similarly, the types of outcomes anticipated depend largely 
on people's judgements of how well they t,Jill per·fot'm in 
given situations, It is because people see outcomes as 
contingent on the adequacy of their performances, and care 
about their outcomes, that they rely on self-judged 
efficacy in deciding which courses of action to pursue, 
Compared to the broad trail conceptions such as locus 
of cont t' o 1 ( Rot t er , 1 954) , s e l f- e ff i ca c y i s tfl or· e de ta i 1 e d 
and does not po<c,tulate a static or· global personality 
construct, Self-efficacy refers to an individual's specific 
interactions with their environment, thereby, specifying 
the nature of the situation, and the response, It also 
provides a broad applicability to other circumstances, 
~; e 1 f - e f f i c a c y t h e o r· y h a s p r· o v i d e d a m e a n s t o f u r l h e r· 
research related to cognitive mediating factors in the 
triadic causal chain, Bandura has regarded self-efficacy as 
an influential part of human psychological functioning, but 
acknowledges it as being one of a number of social 
determinants of behaviour, Due to the complex nature of 
human functioning, it is not sur·prising that Bandura' s 
9 
theories have appeared somewhat over-simplified to critics 
or obtuse to others, Much has been made of self-efficacy 
research and theory in the last ten years and it has been 
of some concern, that as a theoretical construct, it might 
be elevated to the grandiose status in the explanation of 
human behaviour, in a way that other plausible constructs 
have been in the past, for example, learned helplessness 
and self-esteem (Eastman and Marzillier, 1984), 
An evaluation of any theory is essential to its 
refinement and clarification, Wilson (1978) has suggested 
four important criteria for scientific theory, 
1, Accomodate and integrate the currently known facts of 
behaviour change, 
2, Be stated so it is testable in supporting or 
disconfirming by experiment, 
3 • Heu r i st i c i n '=· t i mu l at i n g novel r 1~ ,,., ear' ch and pr· o rn pt i n g 
therapeutic innovations, 
4, Compare favourably with theoretical alternatives, 
He supports Bandura's theory as' scientifically valuable' 
10 
a n d s LI g g e s t s t ha t i t i s e x t r· em e l y t i me l y an d LI s e f u l f o r' t h e 
development of present-day behaviour therapy, 
The development of any theory is influenced by 
numerous factors, Predominantly, psychological theories 
have developed from a deterministic framework, and as 
FritJof Capra (1982) would argue, a Western patriarchical 
culture, Descriptions of behaviour and human cognitions are 
limited to the amount of knowledge available to the 
researcher and their biases, both theoretical and personal, 
Cultures and world views influence our perception of the 
1 1 
world through formal and informal learning, They express 
our social values, Culture is a way of life, incorporating 
a method of transmission from one generation to another, 
and the development and maintenance of a belief system, 
including how to perceive and interpret the world (Lenz~ 
Myerhoff, 1985). Wilson (1978) stresses this point in his 
discussion of the practices of therapists, A therapist's 
theoretical orientation is an important contributing factor 
in his/he1~ discipline, The implicit philosophical and 
cultural milieu that we are exposed to in the Western world 
is less obvious, yet as influential in our thinking, 
1,4 DEVELOPING PERCEPTIONS OF SELF-EFFICACY 
Change involves new ways of thinking and new ways of 
acting, Self-efficacy theory has focused on this link 
between the cognitive and behavioural functioning or the 
individual, It addresses the complex and accessible process 
of human learning, This involves numerous Judgements about 
personal abilities, 
11 In contrast (to rat.s) humans engage in 
considerable self-reflective thought and boost or 
undermine their efforts by beliefs about their 
performance capabi 1 ities 11 (Bandura, 1978, p2'.:l3). 
The regulation of human behaviour involves a 
self-reflective component functioning during the 
acquisition of new observable behaviours, This involves 
both cognitive and behavioural competencies, This pr·oc:8s:-. 
is self-conscious, It enables individuals to analyse their 
experiences and develop this knowledge of the world around 
them, What is of interest to psychologists and other 
'change' professionals, is how individuals can develop 
12 
their beliefs and how they can be modified, 
Self-efficacy (a par·t of an individual's 
self-knowledge) is primarily based on four principal 
sources of information: performance attainments; vicarious 
experiences or observing the performances of others; verbal 
persuasion and other allied social influences relating to 
one's personal capabilities; and physiological state,s of 
arousal which people use to help Judge their strength, 
vulne,~ability and capableness to function (dysfunction). 
1,4,1 PERFORMANCE : Authentic mastery experiences 
(Bandur~a, Adams & Beyer, 1977; Bir·an & Wilson, 1981) 
provide the most influential sources of efficacy 
information, Successes raise efficacy appraisals, and 
repeated failures can lower them, Memories of how well one 
can execute courses of action enhance how one can deal with 
prospective situations, Self-percepts of efficacy are riot 
inert estimates of future action, they continually 
influence choice of activities and environmental settings 
(Bandura, 1982). The general isalion of effect<:, usually 
occur with behaviours that are most similar lo the 
performance in which self-efficacy was enhanced, When 
individuals attribute poor performance to faulty strategies 
rather than inabiljty to perform the task, failure can 
raise confidence that better strategies will bring future 
success (Bandur·a, 1986). 
1,4,2 VICARIOUS INDUCTION : People develop general 
perceptions of how well they think they can cope under 
13 
specific situations, Watching others accomplish certain 
tasks can influence their feelings of self-efficacy, Social 
comparison is one of the pertinent ways of enhancing (or 
diminishing) our self-efficacy judgements, For example, 
observing someone else of simil iar competence fail despite 
high effort would lower an observers judgement of their 
capabilities (Brown & Inouye, 1978), Models also teach 
observers methods of dealing with difficul.t situatiuns, 
even when individuals have undergone many experiences 
confirming their inefficacy (Bandura, 1986), Certain 
s i t u a t i o n s s u c h a s u n c e r· t a i n t y o f o n e ' s c a p a b i l i t i e s o r 
lacking direct knotJledge of one's capablitie"c, can hinde1·· 
the receptivity of the individual to developing new 
abilities and strengthening their self-efficacy (Takata & 
Takata, 1976), 
1,4,3 PERSUASIVE INFORMATION : Often judgements of 
capability require influences from 'probabilistic indicants 
of talents' (Bandura, 1986), People have limited knowledge 
of what they can and cannot do especially in new 
situations, Self-appraisal is quite often based on the 
opinion of others, Persuasive efficacy influences have 
their greatest impact on people who have some reasun to 
believe that they can produce effects through their act ions 
(Chambliss & Murray, 1979a; 19796). The more credible and 
e><per·t the persuader, the more believable the source of 
information about one's performance capabi 1 ities, the more 
likely are judgements of personal efficacy to change, 
Persuasion can often take the form of evaluative 
14 
feedback about ongoing performances, Schunk (1982a, 19836) 
has demonstrated that feedback can affect Judgements of 
one's capabilities and subsEiquent accomplishments, Positive 
appraisal of another's efficacy enhances their efforts when 
they are slightly beyond what individuals can do al the 
time, Achievement also builds trust between the persuader 
and the performer; fai 1 ure may wel 1 undermine the 
evaluative credibilty of the persuader, This depends 
considerably on how the individual understands the 
relationship between their performance and the outcome (or 
consequence), If they feel personally responsible for the 
failure, then they will tend to blame themselves, 
1,4,4 PHYSIOLOGICAL INFORMATION : Visceral arousal in 
stressful and taxing situations can often be interpreted as 
a sign of vulnerability to failure, Arousal can also be 
interpreted by some as facilitating performance, Cognitive 
evaluation of arousal occurs and leads to either a positive 
or a negative effect on self-efficacy, High achievers 
generally consider arousal as a facilitator; low achievers 
regard it as a debilitator (Hollands1,,Jor-th et al, 1979), 
Often it is the level of arousal that var·ies bet\,1een 
situations that affects Judgements, especially since an 
optimal level of emotion is required to enhance 
performance, Judgements of arousal can vary depending on a 
number of factors, including appraisal of the sources of 
arousal, the cir·curnstances under· which arou<:,al is el icil(jd, 
the level of activation and the past experiences on how 
arousal has affected performance, Cognitive processing of 
emotional reactivity can regard the response as a sign of 
inadequacy or as a common transitory reaction of 
competence, Perceived self-efficacy can be viewed as one 
of the indicants of coping self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986), 
1,4,5 SUMMARY : Bandura (1980) draws our attention to 
15 
these sources of information because of their important 
role in the formation of peoples' self percepts of 
generalizable abilities, as guides for their behaviour, It 
is interesting when this occurs without the person being 
involved in mastery experiences, Judgements of 
self-efficacy can be made and developed without the direct 
experience provided during performance of a task, 
Generally, the sources of information are inter-connected 
in a complex array affecting our developing self knowledge, 
In forming their efficacy judgements, people have to deal 
not only with different configurations of infor,nation 
relevant to the task, but they also have to weigh and 
integrate efficacy information from these diverse sources, 
Clearly, any form of acquisition occurs in a complex 
reciprocally deterministic causal system, 
1,5 PERFORMANCE and PERSEVERANCE 
Self-efficacy is proposed to account for the 
persistence and effort in performance (Kazdin, 1978), 
Feeling capable of performing a task relates to the level 
·of self-efficacy, The level of self-efficacy is the 
comparative component of the construct, An individual can 
feel more efficacious about some tasks than others, and may 
16 
be more or less efficacious than another person on a 
certain task, Persistence (strength) is determined over 
time, The stronger the percieved self-efficacy the more 
active are the coping efforts (Bandura & Adams, 1977), 
Strength of self-efficacy can vary and be affected through 
storing information derived from any of the above mentioned 
sour·ces, 
An ability to formulate an efficacy Judgement 
especially when based on performance accomplishments wil 1 
be influenced by appraisal of task difficulty, amount of 
situational aid, magnitude of effort, and the temporal 
pattern of successes and failures (Bandura, 1978), If an 
individual has previously experienced failure on a given 
task they may well lack the confidence lo tackle a similar 
t as k a g a i n , 8 an d u r a Cl 9 7 8 ) d e s c r i b e s ti..., o d i f f e r· e n l 
expectancy sources of futility that contribute to a low 
persistence on a task, 
1, People doubt their ability to achieve a required 
perfor·mance or· they cannot produce what is r·equir'ed, This 
is a self-efficacy judgement, 
2, Performances go unrewarded, therefore, they expect that 
their responses will go unrewarded, This effects their 
outcome expectations, 
Individual's e<:,tablish their own cr-iteria of strength for· 
their self-efficacy judgements, Perseverence is specific to 
each individual, Even though they may rate their 
self-efficacy as low compared to another person on the same 
task, they may still demonstrate a similar behavioural 
performance, 
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Judgements of self-efficacy ar·e not experienced in 
temporal isolation, They occur in complex social and 
emotional situations, which all together, impinge on how an 
individual appraises the situation, Sometimes people can 
have the skills to perform a task but due to their 
emotional arousal, their effective competency is 
undermined, They often continue lo make decisions about 
their course of action whether they attempt or continue 
what they have undertaken (Bandura, 1980), Overcoming 
hinderances is a test of an individual's strength of 
self-efficacy, In fact, Bandu1~a (1980) a1~gues that such 
self-efficacy Judgements determine the nature of the 
individual's coping behaviour, 
Attributions of performance can be recognised as 
internally or e>dernally motivated, 
11 At t.ribut ions for success that are e>(ternal, 
specific and unstable will lead to lower efficacy 
expectancies than internal, global, stable 
attr·ibutions of success" (Goldfried & Robins, 
1982, p366). 
Therefore, successful performance may not enhance one's 
sense of confidence in similar situation~., that is, it rnay 
not generalise, Environmental events and action occur in 
contingent relation to each other, Self observation and 
recognition of one's causal efficacy enables children and 
adults to experience control over their environment, The 
crucial 1 inch-pin of this analysis is that actions must be 
perceived as part of oneself (Bandura, 1986), This process 
begins at infancy and continues throughout our lifetime, 
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1,7 MICROANALYTIC PROCEDURES 
Microanalytic procedures attempt to monitor the 
relationship between thought and action, Proximal thought 
probes are used to support a covariate relationship between 
thought and behaviour, If we can establish indications of 
performance being related to self-Judged capabilities then 
the thought probes will help explain and predict subsequent 
behaviour, The resulting information obtained from the 
thought probes correspond to the activities people wil 1 be 
called upon to perform, 
To measure self-efficacy an individual is presented 
1,,Jith a series of task~. that vary in difficulty, complexity, 
' 
stressfulness, or some other dimension being explored, They 
designate the tasks they can do and tile degree of certainty 
that they can execute them, A per·son' s beliefs wi 11 affect 
how they behave, whether they rise to a challenge, 
intensify their efforts , demonstrate minimal stress 
reactions, or if they give-up easily. 
11 Sel f-per·cepts of efficacy thus contribute 
significantly to performance attainments rather 
than serve merely as forecasters of behaviours to 
come 11 (Bandura, 1984, p242), 
If there is to be a precise link between self-efficacy 
Judgements and action, this wi 11 be provided by the degree 
of congruence between these two sets of factors on 
individual tasks (Bandura, 1980). 
Further research and analysis of self-efficacy, and 
its role in behaviour change requires, not only precision, 
but also a thorough regard for the verbal report, Due to 
valid criticisms of verbal report procedures (Nisbett & 
I.Jilson, 1977; Wil<:,on, Hull & Johnson, 1978), further· 
information regarding the change process is required to 
validate the phenomenology of social motivation, That is, 
current conscious thoughts regarding individual activity, 
reported during behavioural performance, need to be 
compared with retrospective explanations of the same 
behaviour, If conscious thoughts are theoretically 
inaccessible, then certainly there is no way of verifying 
unconscious thoughts. 
The issue of, who is aware of what, is not easily 
resolvable, Smith and Miller (1978) sum-up the matter well 
when they conclude, that the more fruitful line of inquiry 
is not whether self-efficacy can ever reflect thought 
processes but under what conditions will they do so, 
Awareness of stimuli, or the cognitive process meant to be 
initiated by manipulations, may not occur for the subject, 
It is also possible to have behavioural changes that occur 
in the absence of verbal reports or changes in behaviuur 
that are stronger and more reliable than verbal reports 
(Brody, 1980), 
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The analyses of cau~al cognitions must assess the 
thoughts occurring before or while actions are being 
performed, Direct probes of what people are thinking during 
an experience tap the cognitions to which they have access, 
Retrospective probes require them to speculate about their 
performances of past behaviour, Such conjecture may bear 
little resemblance to the thoughts they experienced during 
the task performance, 
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Wilson et al (1978) suggest four independent dimensions 
of psychological processes that function during verbal 
reports : 
1, those which are accessible to awareness and which 
determine the contents of verbal reports, but are not the 
critical determinants of the phenomena; 
2, those that are accessible to awareness and which 
determine the contents of verbal report and are critical 
determinants of the phenomena; 
3, those which are the critical determinants of a 
phenomenon but are not in awareness and are not the subject 
of verbal reports, 
4, those which are the critical determinants of a phenomena 
and are in awareness and are not the subject of verbal 
reports, 
Certainly the best measure of behaviour is performance, 
rather than reports about it, though Bandura has argued 
that thought probes provide a rich source of information 
for revealing cognitive processes and their functional 
relating for action (Bandura, 1986), The explanatory and 
predictive power of cognitive factors have become important 
indicants of change to the therapist and the client, 
1,8 SUPPORT FOR THE SELF-EFFICACY CONSTRUCT 
Support for the construct of self-efficacy has centred 
round the assessment of it in relation to individual 
therapeutic change, Initially Bandura began the evaluation 
of his self-efficacy mechanism by studying phobic/anxiety 
responses of people to feared objects or situations, With 
the developing interest in the theory further extensions 
have been made to the research focus, The domain of social 
competence has gathered increasing interest (Goldfried & 
Ro b i n s , 1 9 8 2 ; Kan f e r & Z e i s s , 1 9 8 3 ; ~< a z d i n , 1 9 7 9 ; Mo e 8, 
Zeiss, 1982), 
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Bandura (1978) lists numerous studies using 
microanalytic procedures to demonstrate that antecedent 
cognitions are excellent predictors of observational 
learning, operant conditioning, conceptual learning, 
persistence on achievement tasks and behavioural change 
accompanying diverse modes of treatment, Goldfried and 
Robins (1982) also list self-efficacy research that focuses 
on achievment behaviour (Brown & Inouye, 1978; Schunk, 
1984a), assertiveness (Kazdin, 1979), smoking cessation 
(Condiotte and Lichenstein, 1980), physical stamina 
(Weinberg, Gould, and Jackson, 1979), and recovery from 
heart attack (Ewart, Taylor and OeBusk, 1980), The 
experimentation encompasses a wide variety of activities 
performed by children and adults from different walks of 
l if e, 
Bandura and Adams (1977) demonstrate the difference in 
individual therapeutic change by comparing three groups of 
snake phobics and their treatment modalities, Each group 
was subject to different sources of information : 
a), participant model ling - engaging in progressively more 
threatening experiences with a boa constictor; 
b), modelling treatment - vicarious learning; 
c), control condition - where no intervention was 
administered, 
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The lives of the subjects had been adversely effected by 
their fears, though there were different modes of change 
with varied outcomes, Bandura and col leagues postulate that 
their is a 'common cognitive mechanism' that explains and 
predicts performance post-intervention or therapy, 
Self-efficacy was measured at critical Junctures during the 
experiment, Bandura, Adams and Beyer (1977) confirmed that 
different treatment approaches altered expectations of 
personal efficacy, and the more dependable the source of 
efficacy information, the greater are the changes in 
self-efficacy, Following complete desensitisation, 
self-efficacy was shown to be a l)ighly accurate predictor 
of the degree of behavioural change, 
Bandura, Adams, Hardy and Howells (1980) looked at 
testing the generality of the theory across additional 
treatment modalities and different behavioural domains, 
This was a more stringent test of the theory, to examine 
the 1 inks between environmental influences, indicants of 
the critical mediating process, and action, Judgement of 
personal efficacy is an inferential process, Personal and 
situational factors they influence performance successes 
and failures must be weighted, 
Bandura et al (1980) confirmed that self-percepts of 
efficacy, whether produced enactively, vicariously, 
emotively or cognitively, predict not only the level of 
behavioural change resulting from different modes of 
treatment, but variations in coping behaviour by 
individuals receiving the same type of treatment and even 
specific performance attainments by individuals on 
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d i f f e r e n t t a s k s , P e o p l e w h o b e l i eve l h e y can e x e ,, c i s e s o rfl e 
control over aversive events display less autonomic arousal 
and performance impairment than those who believe they lack 
personal control, even though they are all subjected to the 
same aversive stimulation, 
In these diverse lines of research, predictive success 
is achieved across time, settings, pe1'for·rnance variants, 
expressive modalities and vastly different domains of 
functioning, Measures of self-percepts of efficacy using 
the microanalytic approach predict variations in level of 
changes produced by different modes of influence, 
variations amoung persons receiving the same mode of 
influence and even variations within individuals with 
r e gar· d t o t he par t i cu 1 a r· t a'=· k s t hey a r e 1 i k e 1 y t o mas t et' or' 
fai 1 (Bandura, 1977; Bandur·a et al, 198,0), 
Results from such varied research infer some important 
consideration for the therapist in enhancing a cl ienls 
cognitive processing of experience, Goldfried and Robins 
(1982) have noted five points that are worth mentioning : 
1, discrimination between past and present; 
2, adding objective outlook to the clients subjective 
vantage point; 
3, retrieval of past successes; 
4, aligning expectancies, anticipatory feelings, 
behaviours, objective consequences and self-evaluation; 
5, e>(periencing the 'cognitive click' i.,_ihen the person 
experiences something happening during therapy. They begin 
to reconstruct the image of themselves, 
Individuals with a personal and/or professional 
experience of psychotherapy and behaviour change are 
impressed with the incredible number of techniques that 
claim to induce therapeutic change, Self-efficacy accounts 
for the effects of therapy using one unifying mechanism of 
explanation, This is important, according to Kazdin (1978) 
for two reasons : 
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1) it has fostered a great deal of research rather than 
trying to explain change through different techniques, and 
2) self-efficacy has been proposed in a way that encourages 
further investigation, 
1 . 10 CRITIC I S~1 
Criticism of Bandura' s work has focused on either the 
conceptual inferences of the theory or the methodology 
developed to assess the construct, Eastman and Mar·zi 11 ier 
(1984) suggest that self-efficacy is not conceptually 
distinct because outcome expectations also play a 
significant role in the change process, They believe that 
Bandura has not clarified this problem and interpretation 
remains ambiguous. Borkovec (1978, p166) admitted to 
",,,some difficulty in understanding exaclly what 
Bandura means by efficacy expectations and 
outcome e><pectations " 
Eastman and Marzillier (1984) have described what they 
consider the central core of this conceptual problem to be; 
outcomes are inextricably bound up with the task to 
perform, Appraisal cannot be exempt from consideration of 
outcome and often the outcome is the incentive for behaving 
in a given fashion, 
However, the self-efficacy construct has been well 
defined by Bandura, The conceptual difficulty experienced 
by some critics emphasises an important issue that requires 
c l a r i f i cat i on , 0 n e can never sever· e >< p e ct e d o u t comes fr· o rri 
the very performance Judgements upon which they are 
c o n d i t i o n a l , 0 i s t i n g u i s h i n g b e t tJ e e n t h e s o u r· c e o f o u l c o m c~ 
expectations and their role in regulating behaviour is 
essential, Action that is based on self-appraisal of 
efficacy is far more beneficial to the individual than 
action without prior consideration to the individual's 
capabilities, Bandura (1984) asserts that behaviour is 
partly guided by forethought and that peoples Judgements of 
their capabilities are pervasive in their appraisal of 
situations, An individual's history of past outcomes 
influences their assessment of self-efficacy in coping with 
a new situation, They weigh-up, or Judge, whether they will 
or will no1 be able to accomplish a specific task, 
Furthermore, it seems unclear to Eastman and Marzillier 
(1984) what is being studied during the self-report 
microanalysis, It is possible that the scale measures 
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something other than what it is proported to measure, Thoy 
suggest that Bandura' s studies with snake phobic subjects 
may be effected by pre-test behavioural assessment of the 
avoidance behaviour, They argue that the essense of 
self-efficacy may be a rational appraisal of one's likely 
future behaviour based on previous knowledge, This query 
does not address the difference between results from the 
'per·for~mance' treatment group and the 'observing' tr~eatment 
group, The construct of self-efficacy is stil 1 valid even 
if the individual subject has a past history of experience 
that they can use as a baseline to measure their 
perfor·mance capabilities. 
Two semantic issues they raise are whether the verbal 
labels are equivalent and whether the mid-point of the 
scale is conceptually equi-distant from the poles, It is 
also possible that the ratings of confidence required as 
the self-efficacy measure might not be probability ratings, 
Bandura's considers these trivial issues, A self-efficacy 
measuring device requires the subject to complete two 
Judgements that ar~e simple and straightfortJard, Ffrst, they 
Judge whether or not they can ~ccomplish a given 
performance, and second, for those items they Judge they 
can do, they rate the strength of their perceived efficacy, 
The scale, for strength, begins at 10 because the subject 
has already answered the first question stating that they 
can complete a task, Probability ratings are supported by 
three aspects of the analysis, Firstly, correlations 
between aggregate scores of efficacy Judgements and 
performance attainments are established, Secondly, the 
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degree of congruence between self-efficacy Judgements and 
action is gauged by recording a cut-off strength value and 
comparing the percentage of correspondence between this and 
the actual performance on individual tasks, Thirdly, 
discovering the probability of congruence between 
successful performance and recorded strength of perceived 
self-efficacy, 
Smedslund (1978) argues that any val id theoretical 
statements in psychology are explications of conceptual 
relationships imbedded in ordinary language (common-sense), 
This common-sense theorem proposes that ordinary language 
is constructed in a logical manner such that propositions, 
like self-efficacy, are implicitly supported, 
11 Becoming socialised as a human being, therc>.f • r't~ 
involves acquiring an implicit psychology, which 
one cannot, as an individual, tr·anscend "(p11), 
However, Bandura claims that any logical analysis does 
not reveal the exact function between the variables in 
question, He distinguishes between the elimination of 
erroneous reasoning, provided by logical analysis, and the 
establishment of factual accuracy, provided by 
experimentation and questioning the validity of 
propositions, Bandura comments that one can have logical 
relationships between propositions that are contrary to 
observable fact, A good example of this phenomena is, the 
misleading common-sense notion that is widely held to be 
true, until it is questioned and tested, Logical analysis 
provides a means of eliminating erroneous reasoning, but it 
is not sufficient to establish factual accur·acy, 1-t. is 
important to distinguish between the logical analysis of 
the internal structure of the theory and the empirical 
analysis of the adequacy of a theory to predict the events 
with which it deals, Different consequences are 
hypothesised by different theoretical propositions, One 
determines how well a theory stands up under systematic 
observation, and compares it with other conceptions, 
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Eysenck (1978) examines the conceptual and 
methodological issues raised by self-efficacy theory, His 
essential criticism is that he believes that Bandura has 
failed to deal with alternative, non-cognitive theories, 
The paradox at the beginning of Bandura's theory is that 
modern theories of behaviour change tend to be cognitive in 
nature, while the methods which actually produce such 
behaviour change are performance based, In Eysenck's view, 
cognitive theorists reject non-cognitive theories for no 
good experimental reason and they associate with cognitive 
views in the absence of good experimental evidence, Eysenck 
concludes that Bandura presents an interesting alternative 
to classical theories and their more recent modifications. 
However, Eysenck believes that Bandura has not addressed 
the crucial question of the causal role of self-efficacy 
and other cognitive events in the path of change, 
The causal role of self-efficacy is an important issue 
of criticism for Bandura and col leagues, Poser (1978) 
supports Bandura's claim that verbal reports predict later 
performance, but disagrees with Bandura's statements 
regarding self-confidence 'causing' the behavioural change, 
Self-efficacy expectations, he says, are considered both 
process and dependent variables, that is, a behaviour 
change procedure enhances self-efficacy, and the later, in 
turn, produces behaviour change, 
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Comments by Eysenck are dated in the 1 ight of Bandura' s 
latest publication, Social Foundations of Thought and 
Action, A more detailed analysis of contributing 
cognitive theories is provided, This is important for the 
establishment of the self-efficacy construct and 
measurement of it, to be extended and varified, Bandura 
supports behavioural explanations of phenomena, but it is 
the role of cognitive factors tn experience that l1e 
attempts to investigate and measure, Self-efficacy is riot 
separate from the rest of human functioning, but is part of 
the integrated reciprocal deterministic chain, Reciprocal 
refers to the mutual action between causal factors 
(Bandura, 1986), The production of effects by certain 
factors signifies th~ deterministic character of the chain, 
Often many factors are needed to create a given effect, 
Criticism of Bandura' s theory of self-efficacy has been 
fruitful, It has developed our understanding of the complex 
nature of the role of cognitive variables in human agency, 
For instance, Sappington et al (1981) proposed a four 
variable model to explain the function of intellectual and 
emotional self-efficacy and outcome expectations, They 
argue that behaviour is a function of intellectually and 
emotionally based versions of both self-efficacy and 
response-outcome expectancies, The intellectual 
self-perceptions are accurate, whereas the emotionally 
based expectancies are beliefs that have an 'as if' 
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quality, They are not necessarily perceived as accurate, 
These two different types of expectancy respond to 
different variables, Intellectually based expectancies are 
manipulated by providing new information; emotionally based 
expectancies are manipulated by varying the emotional 
context in which the information is presented, They 
conclude with supporting evidence for Bandura' s claim that 
self-efficacy expectancies predict future performance, 
However, they add that response-outcome expectancies also 
predict avoidance behaviour, It is not clear what aspects 
of cognitive appraisal are acting in the modification of 
behaviour, Further clarification may support the use of 
different therapies to gain the maximal effect, 
Moe and Zeiss (1982) support the implications for 
clinical application such as targeting areas for 
modification and the development of individual hierachies 
for facilitating the change process, Self-efficacy and its 
measurement may assist in therapeutic tailoring of 
treatment (Sherer et al., 1982). Efficacy reports account 
for the combined influence of past history, current 
environment and current behaviour; they undoubtedly reflect 
the change process (Borkovec, 1978), If social learning 
theory and self-efficacy belong to a school of thought let 
us not accept it like it was a form of catechism to be 
recited by good pupils, but rather, question and refine its 
parameters, 
SECTIO~J (8) INPATIENT U~H TS 
11 Nice, successful people who have a 
good marriage often have trouble 
raising children, And unfortunately, 
people who are shits often have no 
trouble lJi th their kids at al 1 11 
(Gross, 1978, p248), 
1,11 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this section of the literature review is 
to provide a foundation and rationale for self-efficacy 
research in an inpatient child and family psychiatric uriit, 
Some of the important issues to consider are : (1) the 
historical background of child psychiatry; (2) 
characteristics of inpatient units; (3) the role of the 
family in therapy and treatment; (4) the advantages and 
disadvantages of inpatient versus outpatient treatment, A 
brief overview of child psychiatry and treatment procedures 
suggests the need for further research, especially in the 
field of inpatient treatment of children and families, 
Current research suggests that psychotherapy remains 
predominantly individual as a mode of treatment for 
children and adult psychiatric problems (Silver and Silver, 
1983), and it is predominantly long-term in duration 
(McDer·mott, 1984), Treatment of children and families 
favours combining hospital and community involvement 
(Barker, 1974; Barker·, 1976; Harbin, 1982; Hersov & 
Bentovim, 1985), The community involvement includes child 
guidance clinics, community agencies and other services 
concerned with children in need, Treatment is aimed to be 
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specialised rather than the same for all children (Barker, 
1974; Blinder et al,, 1978; Shafii et al,, 1979), 
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Strupp & Hadley (1977) have described three parties 
that are interested in the evaluation of human functioning: 
a) society - ( and significant persons in the patient's 
1 if e) , 
b) the individual patient, and 
c) mental health professionals, 
Society and significant others tend to evaluate human 
functioning by considering the normalisation of the 
behaviour, Behavioural stability, predictabilty, conformity 
to a social code are the concerns of the society that wants 
to maintain an orderly world, The individual patient 
considers it important to focus on their subjective 
well-being and how a general feeling of discomfort 
motivates a person toward treatment, Mental health 
professionals often view functioning in terms of an 
individual's - dynamics, st,,ucture of the child''=· 
personality, drives, self-orientation and various other 
explanations describing internal pathology, The inpatient 
treatment situation is no exception; it incorporates all 
three in its role, 
1,12 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
The modern approach to psychiatry, and child inpatient 
psychiatry in particular, has made significant changes in 
the orientation towards human problems, Romanczyk et al 
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(1979) document the habits of the early Greeks, who left 
'imperfect' infants to die in the forest, The current 
methods of dealing with social and individual problems are 
aptly characterised by the development of individualised 
treatment programs for adults and children, Previous to 
this there was an emphasis on custodial or 'correctional' 
methods rather than the adopting of therapeutic approaches, 
Group care for homeless children occurred in asylums and 
reformatories (Palmer, 1983), The advent of 'moral' 
treatment in the 19th century introduced a more hu1nanistic 
approach to care, 
Inpatient psychiatric units for children began in the 
early 1920' s in the United States, due to the large number 
of children with behaviour disorders following the epidemic 
of encephalitis lethargica (Barker, 1974; Chess, 1969; 
Hersov & Bentovim, 1972 ; Hersov & Bentovim, 1985). These 
children could not be treated as outpatients and the plan 
was to 'contain' the problems by care and management, In 
Britain, hospital inpatient units for children were 
established after World War 11 (Barker, 1974) as such a 
service became the treatment of choice, strengthening the 
relationship between psychiatry and pediatrics, 
In-residence treatment for children with psychiatric 
disorders had been the tradition in Britain since the 
1930's, but this had occurred in non-hospital educational 
units, This environment provided an apprropriate atmosphere 
for emotional and social development (laslett, 1975), 
With the increase in the use of pharmocologic treatment 
and the emphasis on community support and accomodation for 
mental health patient'<.:,, the structure of these units has 
slowly changed, The reduction of the population of most 
public hospitals has produced a concomitant rise in the 
number of brief stay admissions (Harbin, 1982), 
Consequently, therapeutic programs have been designed to 
function during a brief intervention period, 
Short-term care can mean relief from a critical family 
situation, with the child returning after the tension has 
subsided, Unless parents are involved in the therapeutic 
process then inpatient treatment may not be effective in 
returning the child to the community and home, Use of 
family therapy tends to lessen recidivism and enhance 
community adjustment (Ro-Tr·ock et al, 1977), It is al<::,o 
important that the inpatient unit is in a working 
relationship with the outpatient services, community 
agencies or child guidance clinics concerned with children 
in need (Blinder et c1l, 1978; Shafii et al, 1979), 
When initiating treatment it is important to establish 
realistic goals, that can be ideally achieved LJithin the 
constraints of the institution, 
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Robinson (1947) described three types of units and 
their functions, Firstly, some tend to emphasise the 
impodance of diagnosis and ,~esearch, atternpting to control 
the environment using the inpatient facility, Secondly, 
educative therapy helps the child make the best use of the 
residential setting and psychiatric work centres around 
skills in the 1 iving situation, Thirdly, some units 
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function to facilitate and enable children to participate 
in psychotherapy with the residence function being 
secondary, Even though this paper was written about 40 
years ago, it still remains relevant, Noshpitz (1962) also 
writes about some of the basic aims of units ranging from 
supporting the child while they experience psychotherapy to 
providing a warm, supportive, living environment, Emphasis 
is often being placed on group relationships in the unit 
(Rioch & Stanton, 1953), 
Two important traditions have developed since the turn 
of the century with the tremendous growth rate of cl)ild 
guidance clinics (1900-1950), Firstly, the tridisciplinary 
collaboration of psychiatry, psychology and social work and 
secondly, program evaluation (Barrett et al, 1978), 
Research in the child guidance domain is relatively small 
in comparison to the whole field of psychotherapy and 
behaviour change, Evaluation is necessary to continue 
refining and developing child and family psychiatric 
practice, 
The child guidance domain experienced two important 
pieces of work that opened up the area for criticism, 
Witmer (1935) completed a detailed demographic evaluation 
and Levitt (1957, 1963) reported a significant series of 
studies evaluating child psychotherapy, In both cases these 
forms of macrovariable research continue to demonstrate 
that 70% of disturbed children improve with psychotherapy 
or time alone, Heinecke and Strassman (1975) have pointed 
out that the second most researched aspect of child therapy 
after the child guidance practice, is play therapy, 
Bartlett (1978) suggests that we need to refine 
measures in four areas 
1),the child and the disorder, 
2),ther·apist and personality, 
3) ,intervention techniques, 
4), out come measures, 
This research departs from these issues in that the 
primary focus is on the parents who are often not evaluated 
in the change process, 
1,13 RECENT TRENDS 
The trend in the development of services has moved from 
the traditional, psychodynarnic approaches towar·d 1r1ore 
biologically and behaviourally based treatment formats, 
This is clearly reflected in two recent summaries of 
cri ter·ia for successful conclusion to t1-eatment. Mo':,<:, & 
Boren (1971) and Moss & Levine (1980) have listed the 
important criteria for adult and child treatment success, 
They are : 
a) de~cription of the problem behaviour, 
b) specification of treatment goals, 
c) description of a patient's current effective repertoire 
of skills and attainments, 
d) specification of the therapeutic methods to be used to 
achieve treatment goals, 
e) a system of measurement over time to assess the 
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direction and magnitude of change in response to treatment. 
The changes in the assessment and treatment of 
childrens' problems has required dimensions of knowledge 
over and above the child's psychopathology (Sonis, 1967), 
An analysis of the child's family system or school 
environment and peer relationships are good examples of the 
type of breadth required, A closer look at the child's 
environment has become more important in order to bring 
about therapeutic change, because environmental factors 
contribute to the maintenance of problem behaviours 
(Epstein & Vlok, 1981), Shorter terms of treatment return 
the child to the home environment much earlier than 
custodial care, Whatever the etiology of the disturbing 
behaviour it is usually the case that the family or 
community can not tolerate the problems, and in the same 
instance, are involved in the explanation and description 
of them, Usually children are in therapy, not because of 
the absence of educational efforts, but because repealed 
educational efforts have failed (Kaplan & Sadock, 1985), 
Problems experienced by children are usually only 
recognised and responded to if they impinge on the social 
system, whether this is by_ way of a symptom, a ward 
behaviour problem, or sufficient family problems (Sack & 
Blocker, 1978-79), Child psychotherapy, therefore, is part 
of a larger field including such issues as parentir1g, child 
advocacy, development, education and adult maturity, 
Research in this area cannot remain independent of the 
evaluation of the family and the larger community 
(Bartlett, 1978), It is important, then, to consider the 
continuing development of research in child psychotherapy 
and incorporate a meaningful foundation for further 
research, 
Heinecke and Strassman (1975) have discussed five 
important issues to consider in the research in child 
psychopathology, 
1,Abandon 'does child psychotherapy work?' for· what 
therapy, under what conditions, for which patients wi_th 
which disorder yields results'? 
2,Systematic attention to the developmental status of the 
child, 
3,Investigation of 1 imited but theoretically meaningful 
variables such as psychotherapy equivalent of 'dosage' 
( e • g • frequency of sessions and du rat ion of tr· eat lfl en t ) , 
4,Systematic attention lo 'parental' impacl, age, 
var i at i on s i n t her a p i st ch a r a ct er i st i cs , l o rn en t i on but a 
f e1.,.1 • 
5,Development of instruments that permit more specific 
outcome assessment (e,g, Revised Behaviour Problem 
Checklist), 
Recent research has provided support for individualised 
treatment programs rather ~han the same treatment for al 1 
problems (Hersov & Bentovim, 1985), 
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If the environment is going to be used for therapeutic 
change then there are many factors that should be 
considered, 
1, Staff and parent involvement in treatment, 
2, Attitudes and prejudice in behaviour change, 
3, The structure and content of the chi l d1 s treatment. 
4, The expectations and opportunities provided by the 
milieu situation, 
5, Emphasis on various techniques in the programme, 
especially the objectives and role of individual 
psychotherapy, family therapy and behavioural therapy. 
Such a tho,~ough breakd • l,m of the behaviour change Pl' • cess 
has superseded the previous system of providing a benign 
neutral setting to offset the adverse farnily influence::, 
that get in the way of p<:,ychotherapy (Berl in, 1978 ; 
Schulman & Irwin, 1982). 
Furthermore, the tr·eatment pr·ocedures initially 
developed from the outpatient practice of the time were 
characterised by the multidisciplinary clinical team 
approach, Though this has remained an important part of 
more recent units, the identity of inpatient child 
psychiatry has developed its own characteristics to account 
for the significant differences between inpatient and 
outpatient care, Unlike adult psychiatry, child inpatient 
psychiatry developed from an outpatient service, which is 
the complete reverse (Barker, 1974), 
1,14 ADMISSIONS ANO AIMS 
Due to the often persistent pressure from agencies or 
parents to admit the child it is crucial that powerful 
efforts are made to keep the child and family in 
'psychological touch' (Hersov & Bentovim, 1985), Inpatient 
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treatment is but an episode in the course of treatment, 
even if it is a prolonged one (Barker, 1974), Inpatient 
treatment could be described as an instrument in an 
orchestra, To evaluate its role would mean removing it from 
the whole, rather than considering it in combination with 
other instruments. Inpatient psychiatric treatment and 
therapy of children and families is not meant to be a solo 
performance, 
Reasons for admission are numerous and varied, 
Clarification is important because the admission to 
hospital is one phase in the overall treatment plan, C 0 • me 
of th possible reasons for admission could be the child 
has demonstrated that they cannot function in a less 
restrictive environment; there is a potential danger lo the 
child or others because of the behaviour (e,g, fire 
setting, suicide, self abuse); intensive evaluation is 
required in a control led setting; an attempt to bring about 
a substantial change in the child's personality growth and 
development; the treatment of serious psychotic disorders 
or the presense of a life threatening illness (Barker, 
1974; Moss & Levine, 1980), 
Due to the increase in. family involvement in treatment, 
broader issues are being considered in the decisions made 
regarding admission of the child and the family, Nakhla et 
al (1969) have described the rationale and advantages of 
taking the total family into hospital where the setting is 
a appropriate for this method of treatment, Certainly, 
there are reasons beyond the specific child that cause 
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admission, For instance, the family structure may be 
distorted, parents need to work through the consequences of 
exper·iencing an emotionally disturbed child, fa,~ families 
to alter their behaviour, and that which is often the case, 
outpatient treatment has proceeded for considerable time 
without appreciable success (Hildebrand et al, 1981; 
lJilinson, 1983), 
There are some clear advantages to hospital admission: 
1, the family has a chance to recuperate and learn new 
methods of functioning; 
2, the child has a chance to modify his/her behaviour and 
benefit from new experiences, rather than remaining part of 
the pathological interactions of the family; 
3, an additional lever· is created that-helps the thEir·apist 
involve the family in the process of therapy; 
4, the family reaction to the temporary removal of the 
child from the system can provide an imbalance that cari be 
used therapeutically in the reorganisation of the family, 
In either case, the therapist uses the family's reaction to 
promote change; 
5, spiritual and political values can be better developed 
than in a day setting; 
6, skills in handling authority figures ar·e developed, 
There are also some disadvantages to hospitalisation 
(a) the f ami 1 y cannot. fu 11 y work on its prob l erns and 
explore possible solutions; 
(b) the family is more likely to become dependent on 
therapists because of the intense contact; 
(c) the child is living in an artificial environment, away 
from his/her family, school and peers; 
(d) the time limited of the program; 
Ce) the danger that the community and the family will fail 
to develop a relationship beyond the referral source, 
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This short synopsis of the advantages and disadvantages 
are an example from two sources - Barker (1974) and Hersov 
and Bentovim (1985), Disadvantages reflect some of the 
issues that can be offset by intelligent and conscientious 
planning, 
1,15 THEORETICAL MODELS INFLUENTIAL IN THE FIELD 
Char'acteristics of inpatient units have chan9ed over· 
the years according the theoretical influences in the 
field, In the early 1900's residential treatm<:int of the 
child was commonplace and tended to focus on providing a 
planned environment for delinquent and emotionally 
disturbed children, Robinson (1957) defined an inpatient 
treatment unit as a psychiatric service in a medical 
institution or unit, Such units where characterised by a 
c 1 e a ,, l y h i e r a c h i c a l s y s t e m w i t h l h e c o n s u 1 t a n t p <:, y c h i cl t r· i s t 
having the final responsibility (Barker, 1974), 
Multi-disciplinary services have often been 
characterised by ideological conflict, with a fragmentation 
o f s e r v i c e s u s u a l 1 y o c c u ,, r· i n g i n r e s p o n s e t o t h i s • S o I'll e 
mental health professionals view problems as chiefly 
biological or intrapsychic in origin and others see the 
cause as coming from dysfunctions in the larger social 
structure (Harbin, 1982), 
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Models and programs of units tend to be influenced by 
either of the four main theoretical orientations underlying 
the bulk of child psychotherapy, 
1, Psychoanalytic - evolution and resolution of emotional 
disturbance, 
2, Social-Learning-Behavioural theories, 
3, Family systems-oriented transactional theories of 
pathology and treatment, 
4, Developmental theories, 
In practice the blending of theory and design requires a 
sensitive organisation of the various disciplines, The 
treatment team may be made up of social workers, 
psychologists and psychiatrists, teachers and 
administrative staff, With such a combination of 
disciplines it lJould be likely that inte,,per·sonal conflicts 
and disputes, over roles and procedures, would occur 
(Hersov & Bentovim, 1985: ffaplan g, Sadock, 198'.:1; Wi lking, 
1 9 7 4 ; W i l 1 i ams , 1 9 8 3 ) , 0 ft e n t r e a t me n t i n v o 1 v e s t h e 1,, h o 1 e 
staff of the unit, not Just the individual therapist, 
Therefore, treatment can include input froma variety of 
theoretical di sci pl ines, 
Individual staff differ in their style and perception 
of the child'<:, and family's problem and needs, Establishing 
a unit with unified staff is a priority (lansky, 1977). 
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Consultation between staff is important in co-ordinating 
the child and family progr·am, For· instance, the chi l d-1 ife 
therapy program (Sack & Blocker, 1978-79), reduced 
consultation time for the ward psychiatrist enabling her to 
interact with the children and families more often, 
Initially it is impodant that an overall envfronmental 
design for the programme is established and is the step lo 
bridging the gap between theory and practice (Cotton & 
Ger·aty, 1984; lJilson, 1977), The individual staff 
preferences can be expressed in tl)e recommendations for Lhe 
ward set-up (e,g,use of a play-therapy room). Differences 
in theoretical models can have the influence on the 
physical parameters of the ward, thereby supporting and 
facilitating clinical goals, For instance, i.he establishing 
of a time-out room or· facility for whole families lo live 
in the l,Jar·d, 
Broadly, units depend on the philosophy or the 
psychiatrist who is in charge, to direct their involvement 
1..Jith the child and family (Frommer, 1972), However', the 
various sub-specialities working as a team need to function 
in collaboration to enhance the successfulness of the ward 
pt'ogram (I.Jilliam~., 1983), Coordination on a daily ba<::,i'::, is 
essential to the progess of the therapeutic input for the 
child Cf1oss & Levine, 1980), 
Whenever a variety of treatment modalities are 
s i mu l t a n e o u s l y em p l o y e d t h e r e i '=· a d a n g e t' t h a t. l h e y i rn p e d e 
rather than enhance one another (Schween & Gralnick, 1966), 
4:, 
Whether there is a combination of these modalities, or one, 
it is difficult to evaluate which is effecting the change, 
Kaplan and Sadock (1985) stress the importance of 
evaluation of the therapy process, Due to the natu1~e of the 
child inpatient unit (expensive, demanding and time 
consuming) the facility requires evaluation of its 
effectiveness, No matter how different the facilities may 
seem, similar threads run through most places and there is 
always a need to share ideas on programs that have been 
successfu 1 (Wilson, 1977). 
A diversified activity progr·amme in a milieu therapy 
environment r·equires the '::,kill of the the child car·e 
workers, Programming daily activities demands that the 
worker keeps one eye on each child's ther·apeutic '•3ame 
plan' and the other on the whole group (needs and 
skill-levels), Play i'::, important in the milieu structure, 
it enhances ego repair and change (Redl & I.Jineman, 1952). 
The overall design of the structure becomes 
11 ,,,a built in structure contributing to th(i 
healthy grOl,Jth of the children" (Wil<.:,on, 1977, 
p250), 
Wilson (1977) suggests that the program that he has been 
involved in has reinforced the view that the best way to 
deal l,Jith crisis is by tr·ying to structure the envir·onmenl 
to prevent them, 
Emphasis on the environment in treatment has increased 
since the development of social-bevavioural theories and 
practice, In fact, recently the development of psychiatric 
units has incorporated the liaison between clinical and 
engineering disciplines, Translating clinial theory into 
architectural working plans is a challenging task, 
11 Design detai 1 s ad icul ate treatment goal'=· 11 
(Cotton & Geraty, 1984, p628), 
They also comment that children, the focus of treatment, 
are susceptible to the messages of physical space, Hersov 
and Bent ovim ( 198:>) descr· i be a rni 1 i eu ( or t herapc~ut i c 
community) as the practice of shaping and control 1 ing the 
setting for a group of children, and the emphasis is on 
constructing the dimensions of daily 1 ife, Such 
characteristics of the inpatient ward structure, 
organisation and setting can help reduce c,,mot:ional and 
b e h av i o u r a 1 '=· y m p t o m s , I n g E~ n E! r a 1 , t h e rn i 1 i e u s t r· u c t u 1 • e i s 
common for all children, 
However, the development of family systems theories to 
account for presenting problems and creating methods of 
inter·vention, ha'::, emphasised the role of the 'family' mor·(>. 
than ever before, 
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1\1 B , T h e f a rrii 1 y a p p r· o a c h a n d f a rn i 1 y rri a n a g e rn e n t ., h o 1,J e v e r • , fH' e 
not the same as family therapy, The admission of a child to 
the hospital defines him/her as the locus of pathology, 
This illogically of singling out one family member when the 
or i en tat i on i s pr· op or t e d t o 6 e sys t e 111 i c fa mi 1 y t her a p y , has 
not yet been resolved, This may not be possible, but 
consideration of alternatives is an important part of 
change, Recently thet'e has been an incr·c~ase in rep • l"l'::, of 
family oriented units, their existence and evaluation 
(Harbin, 1982; Hildebrand et al, 1981), 
They report that their is a paucity of literature 
referring to family-oriented children's inpatient units, 
Some of the important issues that they address are : the 
essential value of committed staff to family intervention; 
staff supervision and support is crucial; the optirnal 
length of admission (Hildebrand and col leagues chose three 
months as their maximum period); follow-up after treatment 
is less intensive and may be unsatisfactory for families 
with complex problems; and what sort of families and 
children would be best suited to such a setting? They 
conclude that whatever the presenting problem, it is 
important that the therapist use his/her authority to 
define and implement rules of therapy, This will enhance 
his/her expertise and benefit the families he/she treats, 
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Furthermore, Harbin et al ((1979) emphasise the 
important role of the workers interacting with the c~,ild 
and family on a regular daily basis, Observation during 
visiting hours provides examples of informal interactions 
between family members and nursing staff, Training of these 
staff members so that they understand family dynamics and 
treatment was underlined in their evaluation, This meant 
that they could participate in the specific treatment of 
the child, as well as facilitating the milieu environment, 
1,14 TREATMENT PLANNING 
Though long-term treatment for children has lessened 
considerably in the last twenty years 
11 
.. , it is sti 11 not uncommon for shot't-t erm 
therapy to be looked upon as a second-rate 
ser·vice 11 (Oulcan, 1984, p'.544), 
It is often believed that short-term therapy is completed 
after intervention, This is not the purpose or theoretical 
function of this approach, It is a misnomer to believe that 
short-term intervention does not continue after 
hospitalisation, Theoretically, and pr·act.ically, the child 
and family '=,hould move from inpatient treatment and •;upporl 
to an outpatient facility for continuing help, 
One of the strengths of child and family short-term 
inpatient treatment is that maximum activity and 
participation are required for the program to function 
(Oulcan, 1984), Safer (1966) described a good outcome in 
therapy being the par·ents wi 11 ingness to see their· child's 
symptoms as an indication of a family problem or the 
presence of a new precipitant (i,e,external stress, 
developmental stage), Often part of the process of therapy 
involves the reframing of the child's presenting problem so 
that the family are fncorporated within the micro-system of 
the ward program, Remembering that one of the primary aims 
of inpatient treatment is to reunite the child and family, 
and return the child to normal 1 ife in school and 
community. Early intervention in child psychiatric problems 
is critical lo the prevention of a more serious mental 
health puzzle, Maintaining the family as a healthy cohesive 
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unit is incorporated into the philosophy of treatment 
(Hildebr·and et al., 1981; Harbin, 1979; Ney, 1985), 
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Looney (1984) suggests that the tr·eat.ment plann1n,,:1 step 
bettJeen diagnosis, e>(planation of the problem and 
treatment, requires renewed attention, There are some 
important issues to consider to maximise a healthy outcome 
and match an appropriate treatment package to the 
kaleidoscope of problems, The type of treatment is 
difficult to plan due to the multi-determined psychC1lo•3ic:al 
disturbances in children and the varied approaches to 
etiology of disorders, Consideration of the intensity and 
duration of psychotherapy (the dose) and the environmental 
considerations need to be taken into account in treatment 
planning, thus emphasising parent and school involvement in 
the Pt'ogr·am (Rutter·, 1982), 
Once psychotherapy has commenced the child and family 
experience the steps incorporated in the structure of a 
program, It is possible to distinguish stages of change 
during a therapeutic program, McDermott and Char (1984) 
have suggested a stage-related model of psychotherapy with 
children:- (1) establishing a working r·elationship; (2) 
analysis of its problem and cause; (3) explanation or the 
prob l em; and ( 4) est ab 1 i sh i n g and imp 1 em en t i n 'J l he for' ni u 1 a 
for change and termination, Due to the shorter nature of 
the inpatient program, it is even more important that lhe 
family is engaged as quickly as possible, and especially 
the pa1~ents or· guar'dians, lJho wi 11 mainlain any change~, 
that are achieved during the program, This is even more 
i m p o r· l a n t t 1J a c k n o t,J 1 e d g E\ l,J h e n tJ e c o n <.:, i d e r· h o l,.J p o ,.,, 11 r · r u 1 <:, u m eJ 
psychological techniques can be, Such powerful tools or 
change can also have the potential of making them worse 
(Griest, 1984), For example, one of the mistakes made 
d u r i n g t r e a t m e n t i s a c t i n g l,ii t h i n s u f f i c i e n t i n f o r· m a l i (H1 
about the child's Pl'oblem, 
Intervention at an early age is extremely valuable 
when you consider the vulnerability of the child to 
medical, social, and emotional problems, I.Jhatever the age 
of the child, the staff need to recognise age appropriate 
behaviour, It is quite possible that children experiencing 
the stress of hospitalisation act out some of their 
feelings, Often these vary according to their age, For 
instance, children under four years usually interpret 
separation from their parents as punishment or desertion; 
four-ten year olds experience anxiety and fear about the 
severity of their admission, and teenagers experience 
struggles to establish a sense of identity and 
independence, which can sometimes interfere with their 
cooperation in treatment programs (Kaplan & Sadock, 1985). 
Sometimes a decision has to be made on what are the 
most important issues to be addressed, then staff have a 
mor'e r·ealistic ta<::,k ahead of thE?m, Planning of the child's 
treatment attempts, in theor·y, to take full advantage tif 
the available a<.=,sets in the child, fatnily and community, 
Looney (1984) suggests that treatment planning is a 
differential process, selecting in order of priority 
betl,.Jeen cur·ative, arri,~lior·ative, cor·r'ective or pallialive 
approaches, Treatment planning, therefore, remains a 
significant slep in the intervention process, 
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Another part of the treatment package involves the 
environment in lJhich the patient is hor.:.pitali<:,ed, Hot,J tho 
child is cared for· is a cr·itical factor in changin9 the t,_iay 
they feel about themselves (Terry et al, 1984), Social 
planning is frequently considered to be a vital part of 
designing a psychiatric treatment program (Wilson, 1977), 
Adult programs have been developed for their w~rd 
atmosphere, as perceived by the ward staff and patients, 
and the results have indicated that the treatment 
environment relatE?S consistently to the treatment outcnrnE• 
(Moos et al, 1973; Price & Moos, 1975), Evaluation of 
treatment environments has highlighted some important 
factors:- autonomy, independence, practical orientation, 
order and organisation, open expression of feeling, as 
characteristics of effective environments, Steiner (1982> 
believes that patients also do much bel.ter l,.JhE,!l'I lh(~re ir" an 
e v i d e n t h i g h p I' o p o I' t i o n o f s t a f f t o p a t i E? n t c_, o n t h e l,.J a r· d • 
This increases the probability of staff-patient contact, 
l n o I'd er· t o b r in g about the rape u t i c ch an g e , rna n y i "· s, u es 
are considered : these include the attitudes of staff 
towards parents; the parents role in treatment, the 
therapeutic atmosphere in the unit, the overall daily 
routine, the structure and content of each child's 
treatment program, the expectations and opportunities 
pr·ovided by a gr·oup living situation, and the place and 
objectives of individual, dynamic or behavioural 
psychothet'apy. 
If there is a discrepancy between expectation and 
reality it leads to premature treatment termination , 
Beitchman and Deilman (1983) suggest that there is an 
inverse relationship between severity of diagnosis and 
premature termination from hospitalised treatment, They 
c o n s i d e t' i n p a t i e n t t r· e a t rn e n t a s a d r a s t i c me t h o d c om pa r e d 
with outpalient treatment. However, the task seems to be to 
find the patient-treatment fit that provides optimum 
therapy and reduces their vulnerabilty to, what Beitchman 
and Deilman term, 'the defection quotient'. The b,~st 
predictors of outcome during treatment are: 
hospitalisation, frequency of therapy, and patient 
char·acter·istic<:,, such as blue collar' families, l,Jho are 
likely to terminate intensive therapy than families from 
other social classes. Beitchman and Deilman also state that 
l-lhen drastic treatment, such as hospitalisation, is 
provided for milder forms of disturbance, the children and 
their farnil ies discontinue treatment, Stocking (1972) 
suggests that the vicissitudes of hospitalisation effect 
considerably how the child and family handle the program, 
It may well be necessary to involve a familiar· faCE! int.he 
treatment who is not involved with the psych8lherapy 
e><per·ience (Sack 8, Blocker, 1978-79), 
1,15 THE FAMILY APPROACH TO TREATMENT 
Family involvement is essential to provide a 
continuity of approach and to ensure generalisation of 
improved behaviour to situations at home and hospital 
(Shaffer·, 1984), Parent's i1wolvement int.he treatment 
progr·am enables them to develop skills in dealin•;::i with 
specific behavioural problems at home, therefore, 
complementing the hospital program, Dealing t,Jith farrdlies 
also involves consideration of the family system, 
especially since t.he introduction of family therapy and 
systems theory application to child problems, 
Bingley (1980) has suggested that the effectiveness of 
a paediatric ward is enhanced by the involvement of the 
family, and clinical experience supports the contention 
that successful admissions have been those where the 
decision and motivation have come firmly from the family 
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( Ha r· b i n , 1 9 7 9 ; H i 1 d e b r a n d e t a 1 , 1 9 8 1 ; GJ i l l i a m s , 1 9 7 8 ) • 
Anderson (1977) recommends that. a unit requires the 
cooperation of the family and the family requires the 
cooperation of the staff to solve the problems, Some of the 
issues that are important to consider are: 
1, establish contact with the family (Hersov & Benlovim, 
1985) ; 
2, cr·eate a working climate (Moos et al, 1973; Pr-ice 8, 
t1oos; 1975); 
3, availability of staff for the famlly (Steiner', 1982): 
4, regular family meetings; 
5, variety of treatment formats; 
6, adequate aftercare, 
There is a growing concern that hospital care practices do 
not take into consideration the importance of the early 
contacts between infants and parents, Hospital staff could 
be contributing to the onset of parent-child relationships 
that lead to the syndromes of battered child, failure and 
the vulnerable child <Kaplan & Sadock, 1985), 
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A d m i s s i o n o f t h (:? c h i 1 d i s o fl e n d u e t o t h e p a r· e rd ' s 
fru":,tr·ation and anger \,iith thei1' child, 1,.iho they \,ianl lo 
see changed (Kaplan & Sadock, 1985), This can often lead to 
t h e i n i t i a l ' 1,1 .cJ '=· h i n g o f h a n d s ' b y t. h e p a ,, e rd s , c o n s e q u e n t 1 y 
'' , , . ch i l d r· (~ n co mm on l y b •Jg i n t. her· a p y 
involuntarily, often without the lrue henefit of 
parental suppod " O\aplan & Sadock. 1985, p8l6). 
They also believe that psychotherapy with children is 
characterised by the need for parental involvement, 
There are varying degrees of parental involvement in 
child psychotherapy ranging from the entire therapy focused 
o n p a r· e n t s ( i , e • p r· e - s c h o o l c h i l d r e n , n o d i ni c t t ,, e a t rn e n t o f 
the child) t • the child on his/her own without parental 
involvement. The extent of involvement is determined partly 
by what the service offers and partly how motivated the 
p ,3 r· e 11 t. s a r· e • T h e '=· e r v i c: e c a n ,, a n q e f ,, o m s o m e i i m e '=· J u <:, I. a n 
informalional alliance to the ther·apeutic mobi 1 i':,;,:tf.ion of 
f o r· U:l s i n t h e p a r· e n L '=· , c h i 1 d r· e n a n d f a m i 1 y a s a 1,J h o l t::' • 
Wilkinson (1982) suggesls lhree types of family 
i n v o l v em e rd b y p r· o f e s •; i o n c:1 l '=· : 
1, parental casework - family members are helped separately 
with traditional counselling and teaching the parents to 
handle the disorder of their child; 
2, family casework - often involving the whole family, but 
mor·e in r.elation t.o teaching of behaviour·al techniqlH'-"· in 
conjoint fashion; 
3, family therapy - intention is lo change the family as a 
1.,ihole, 
Krajewski and Harbin (1982) describe three types of 
family involvement, Firstly, the overinvolved family who 
become enmeshed with the patient and • rten ward starr. 
Secondly, the underinvolved family whose m• tivatjon is 
'j e n e r a 1 1 y d i r E.i c t e d t D 1.J a r· d s i n c r e a '=· i n g t h e d i <.:, t a n c e b e I 1,,1 c, ,2. n 
the family and the patient and staff, Thirdly, the 
psuedo-involved family presenls as interested in the 
program and therapy, but is ambivalent when pushed, Though 
they do not mention the 'per·fect' family in thei.r surnmar·y, 
it is also possible that a family can cooperate 
a p p r· o p r· i a t e 1 y 1.,1 h e n e n g a g (! d i n t h e i r· t h c:>. r· a p y , 
E n g a g i n •:J t h e f a rrii 1 y i n t h e t ,, e a t. rn e n t i <:, ~. l. i 1 l a l a s k 
requiring careful preparation, The staff have to tred 
ca r· e f' u 1 1 y i n a p p ,, o a c h i n g t h e f' am i l y i <:, s u e s 1.,1 h 1'.-! n s u c h 
feelings are running high, Family involvement in the 
p r· o g r· a m b e c o m e ':, e v e n m o r· 1~ i m p o ,, l a n t. a n d t h e i ,~ n e e d <:, ;-:1 r· t'! 
often viewed as the 'patient' (Mandelbaum, 1977), The trap 
of attempting to provide the child with better parenting 
through staff expertise and the structured wRrd program is 
always present, Parents can experience a sense of failure 
which is heightened if staff attempt to become 
psuedo-parents for the admitted child, 
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A family systems approach places parents in control of 
the child, ther·eby impr·oving the parental coalition., 
assisting parents in restructuring generational and 
interpersonal boundaries and assisting parents in 
restructuring and enforcing major rules of the home (Safer, 
1966), Efficacy of parent management is enhanc8d if 
inter·vention i-=, also provided to r·educe parental isolat.ion 
and dysphoria and marital difficulties, The extent that 
parents are involved in lhe program is an important part of 
the evaluation p1'ocess (Gr·iest, 19f!i4), especially sine(~ 
they play a significant r·ole in maintf.;nance of child and 
farrd 1 y changes, 
Changes that take place during the ward program can 
occur through a variety of methods sucl1 as : discussion, 
m o d e 1 1 i n g , p a r· t i c i p a t i o n , t,J i t h d r· a tJ a 1 , p a r· e n t i IHI l h c~ p a r· e n t. s 
<lH l I( i n s on .• 1 9 3 2) • l,J he n v i e w i n g t he ch i l d' '=· s y rn p t D ms f r· o ni a 
system<:, per·<c,peclive., thE! patient is pr·esenting his 
behaviour· as a '=•Ynwtom of a dy"::,functional family and the 
elements within it, The patiAnt is offered a new kind of 
r· e 1 a ti o n s h i p t h r o u g h i n d i v i d u a l t h e ,~ a p y a n d I h e t,1 a r· d 
program rather than the distorted and anxiety-ridden 
r e l at i D n '=· h i p h e / '=· h e ha s ha d t,1 i t h h i s / h e ,, p a ,~ e n t s • 
Child inpatient treatment is a developing approa~h to 
n um e r· o u '=· c om p l i ca t e d s o c i a l p I' o b l ems , Re CE.i n t l 'I , t h e 
emphasis has been to involve the parents more in therapy, 
This irnpl icatec:, them in the change pr·oc:e"::,S, Par·er1t<:, 
i n v o l v e d i n ch i 1 d rn an a g E:\IT1 en t f e (~ 1 var· y i n g de <;J ,, e •o <:=, of 
c o n f i d e n c e i n t h e i I' a t t e m p t s t. o c: o n t r· o 1 a n d c: a r· e f o ,, I. h e i r 
family, Parents perceptions of their ability to handle 
specific behaviours of their child provides valuable 
i n f o r ma t i o n t h a t_ c a n b e e :< p 1 a i n E! cl t,1 i t h r· e f ~-i r· e n c e t_ o h E.! 
c, 
_l I 
s o c i a 1 1 e a r· n i n g t h e o r y , C a u <:, a 1 f a c t o ,, c, e f f e c: t i 11 'd a f a rn i 1 y 
syc::.tern ar·e par·t. Df a r·ecipr·ocal Jriter·ar;Lion of cif'focts, The 
self-efficacy construct could be a useful model to explain 
h o u p a r· e n t. s p e r· c. e i v e t h e i r· c a p a b i 1 i t i e s i n ma n a g i n g t h (?. 1 r· 
Chi l d. 
CH/'\PTER Tl.JO ~1ETHOOOLOGY 
'',,,if t.he real 1,Jorld ,Jould Just. r·elax and 
cooper· ale 11 0'1i l l er , 1 986, p 107) , 
A, AIMS ANO RATIONALE 
Self-efficacy theory proposes that given adequate 
skills and incentives, expectations of personal efficacy 
deter·mine: 
1, whether coping behaviour will be initiated, 
2 , ,,1 h e t h e r i t t,1 i l l b e s u '='· t a i n e d i n t h e f a c e o f 
difficulties, and 
3, tht':>. degree of Anergy put into coping (Bandura, 1977), 
Support for· thi<:, construct. has 1r1ainly come fr·om L.JrH·k ,,.Jil.h 
phobic and smoking behaviours, There are no sturlies known 
to the researcher that have investigated parent 
<:,elf-efficacy during the rnanagernent of their· child, 
F' a r· e rd a 1 i ri v o l v e rn e n .t i n c h i l d ma n a g (~ nw n I i ':, er· u c i r.1 l i f' 
the skills and behaviours learnt during an inpatient 
pr·ogr·arn ar'e t.o be rnaint.aini?.d after' di':,cl,a1'•3e, f1aintenance 
of' behavioural changes of the child also requires parent 
i n v o 1 v e rn e n t i n c o n t i n u i n g rn a n a g em e n t a n d p r~ ,, ':', i ·; t e n er:: i n I I·, •~ 
face of difficulties, If Bandur·a's po<:,tulate hac, utility, 
t h,e n i n c r ea s i n g par· e n t a 1 '=· e 1 f- e f f i ca c y , t,J i t h r' e s pci c l i. n t he 
management of' their child, is likely to be a consequence of' 
involvement in the program and a predictor of progress at 
l ong-le1'm fol 1 m,i-up, 
There are a number of aims that have been formulated 
c· .,., 
~)0 
for· this '::,tudy : 
1, to develop a questionnaire that is sensitive to parent 
self-ef'ficacy dur·ing child management, Mea':,ur·ernent. of 
ma n a g e m e n t s e 1 f - e f f i c a c y l, 1 i 1 l e n h a n c e o u ,, u n d ,,. r· '=· t. a n d i n q n f 
par· c:>. n t c:, pr· o gr E! c, c, du r' i n g I ,-. eat rri en t • Tho i t' b ,>. l i (J. f r· c• ·:J n r· d i n q 
their· par·enting effE!CtivenPss r·e•:iuire':, inv,::!c:,i..i•Jat1on, 
2, to irtV(~.stigat,r! lhe behav1oural performance:! of lh1:! cl,ilrl 
d u r· j n g t h e t r e a t m e n t p h a ':, e s o f a s h o r t - t e r· m i n t e r· \1 f.i n t i u n 
pr·ogr·am; 
3, to evaluate the usefulness of scores on the 
self-efficacy questionnaire and determine whether they ar·e 
good predictors of response durlt)g Hnd after trealmenl; 
4, to compare the childs performance and parents 
self-efficacy scores, 
5, to support lhe theory that management self-efficacy and 
a c t i o n a ,, e m u t u a 1 1 y c a u s a t i v e d u r i n g p a r· e 1 1 t ma n a g e m 1;1 n i u f' 
chi 1 dr·en, 
The rationale behind these aims is to discover the 
relationship between the outcome of management, that ls, 
the child's behaviour, and parents perceptions of their 
self-efficacy. Par-ticipation in child rnana·~ernent by the~ 
parents often changes in method as they are exposed to new 
and diffe1'ent types of di':,cipl ine, This highlight<:, the, 
impor-lant function of the parent<:, in th(~ child's 
rehabilitation, Their perceptions of effactiveness in 
rna<:,ter·in•g spf1cific mana 1;ie!Tl<'!rd tasks l,.Ji. 11 cnrdr·ibul1:! 
s i g n i f i c a n t 1 y t o t h (!, D v 1:JI' a 1 1 o u t c o m e o f i n t e n,, E.! rd i n 11 • 
0 n t h e b a s i s o f t h e 1 i t. e r· a t u r· e r e v i e tsi e d , t h 1~ f o 1 l mJ i n g 
'59 
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hypotheses were generated 
1, self-efficacy ratings will improve over time for parents 
completing the treatment pr·o·dram: 
2 • i f parent c:, pet' (::i'i iv e l he 1· 0 t o be ch an g es i n t I, r,\ i r· ch i l d • s 
behaviour- due to lheit' manaqernent, thr~n their· <:,elf·-,2ffic,,c:y 
evaluation<:, change; 
3 • 1 n c r· ea c:, e s i n '=· r'? 1 f - (~ f f i c a c y r~ v a l u .:-:-1 t i o n ,., i 1 1 c D v a r· y 1,J j t h 
i mp r o ,,, e d b e ha v i o u t' a l p e r· f o r· ma n c e I:, y l h l~ c h i 1 d , a '=· p e 1·· c f,: i v c~ d 
by the par·ent<::.; 
4 • d e c r e a s e '=· i n <:, e l f - e f f i c a c y u i 1 l c o v a r· y l,d t. h a d C:! c l i n •~ i n 
behaviour· per·for·1nance by the child, as perceiv,~d hy thi,' 
5, evaluations of self-efficacy over the per1od of 
treatment wil 1 be good predictors of long-term 
'=· e 1 f - e f f i c: a c y r· a t i n ·;:J c., , ;:1 n d c o n <:, rJ -:1 u e n t 1 y , t h 1:i b e h a v i o u r· ;;-1 1 
per·for·mance of the chi 1 d, 
El, THE CONTEXT THE CH 11 0 A ~rn F t-1 M I l_ 'i' UN I T (lJ ARD 2 4 ) 
This research is carried out in a child and faml ly 
inpatient psychiatric unit, The treatment program is 
designed to provide extensive assessment and intensive 
treatment of children wlth all types of behavioural, 
1 e a r- n i n g , e m o l i o n .::1 1 u r· p ':, y c h l a t r· i c: d i <:, o r ,.fo r· c:, • F zun i l y 
i n v o 1 v rn en t i '=· em p h Rs i s e d • Th 8 r- H a r· E! a numb er r1 f r' e ;:i son c:, 1,J h y 
this is so, 
Individual and group psychotherapy is provided for 
children and parents, The child experiences five weeks of 
h o s p i t a 1 i s a t i o n , a n d f i v f~ tJ e e k <c, o f o u t pa t i (~ n t f o 1 1 o 1,J C u p • 
6.l 
T h i s u n i t p r· o v i d e s a t i m e - 1 i m i t e d t ,, e a t m e n t p r· o g r a m f o r 
about ten children, up to the age of 13 year·s, Childrer1 
spend the first two weekends on the unit, but the third and 
four·th are <:,pent at home, Thie, all • t,Jc_:, lhe staff the 
op p o I' t. u n i t y t o a'=· s ,CJ s s t he t~ h i l d' <:, pr· o gr e s s and t r· y o u t 
recommendation for th0 family, 
It also provides the parents with the opportunity to 
practice the.ir· ne(J guidelines and consequence':', in the hor11e, 
familiarise themselves with experiencing their child in lhe 
home again, After the inpatient discharge the child is 
returned to the home on a ful 1-time basis, with continued 
liaison with staff, Discharge is characterised by a 
ritu.=1listic '•3oodbye 1 par·i.y for the child aflet' the i11t•?n 1.;Ei 
e>(per·ience of hospitalisation and therapy, ChildrP.n ·JEd a 
chance to farewell staff and oi.her children, A primary 
t h e r· a p i <:, t v i s i t s t h e f a ITI i l y t o s u p p o r, t :0t n d n f f e 1~ g u i d a n c e 
fol l rn.J i n g this t. rans i l i on , 1,J hi l e the f arrii l y oft en v j c:, i t t he 
1,Jar·d for family t.her·c:1py sessions, indi\ddual or· cC11.1plc., 
counse 11 i n•3, 
During the short fol low-up stage Cthe outpatient phase 
o f t h e 1 0 1,11c e I< s - T a b l e o n e ) , a f a rn i l y I s -c:1 t t e rn p t '=· i. o c: h a n ,3 1:1 
can bo aided by the continuing help of lhe pr·imar·y 
t h e r· a p i <:, t • T h e s h o r· t ' h n n e y rn o o n • '=· t a g e o f l e n e >< p •~ r· i e n c e d 
a f t er· t r e. at men t may b (o t er· m i n a t e d by a r· r:J cur r· an c e n f ,; o lf1>~ 
pr· ob 1 e rn '=· , Th i s i s a sens i I: iv e st age j n t he ma i n t en an c e n f 
change, 
C, SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS 
Ir, 
(>,:. 
Each family arlmitted to the program, over a 5 month 
period was approached. Admission lo the program occurs for 
one, sornet imes tl,.J • f ami 1 i e<:,, per l,.1eek, Thi<:=., P8r· i od of 
admission'::, l,1ac;, inter·r·upted by the holiday break, No nel-.1 
families we~e admitted for four weeks during lhis time, 
Evenluall'>' 12, families l,IEH·e inle1··vie1.,1ed, fr·om Nove,nber· 19'36 
t.hr·ough to l''l.:cir·ch 19[1.7, and bdefeJ on thn l'•!'c,E!ar·ch 
1·· e. q u i 1·· e. m e n t <:, , A '=· i >< ni o n t h f o 1 l o 1.,1 - u p 1~1 a '=· c o m p 1 c~ l t~ d f D r· (:> a c h 
fami 1 y that c:,al. isfac:tor·i 1 y c:ompl eted the r·(>.SE!a1·ch 
r· e q u i r· e rn e n t s • T h e f i n a l p i e c 1~ s o f d a t ;:::1 1,.1 1~ r· e c: o 1 1 E~ i:: l e d i n 
Sept.ember·, 192,7, UnfortunalFJlY, 13 fa1nilic)"', dld 11111. 
c o m p 1 e t. e t. h e r· e s t~ a r· c h r· e ·.:i u i t· e rn e n t s , 
Eng a g i n •;i co o per· a l i. on i n v r:i 1 v (! cl a d Ei t n i 1 e d e >, p 1 o , , ;,1 t i n n n r 
the r·esear·ch taskc:,, Each pal'Eint completed the mana·je,nenl 
self-efficacy questionnaire CMSE) in the presense of the 
researcher, Difficulties and misunderstandings were 
discussed and clarified before the beginning of the 
p r o g r· a m • A n i n f o ,, m a 1 i n t e r v i e t,J pr· o v i d e d i n f o nn a t i n n o n h o l,1 
the parents were feeling aboul their difficult child anJ 
it<c, management, their· e>(pectation<:, of the l,1ar·d pr·ograrn and 
1.,J h a t a t t fj m p t. s t h e y h a cl rr, a d E! t o r e c e i v 8 h ,:: 1 p i. ri l h e p ,Vi 1 • 
Farr, i 1 i a r i <:=., a l i o n 1,J i t h t h e ,, e '=· e a r ,:: h i n <:=., t r· um Ei n -1. '=• ,.,, a s 1. h '=' rr, a i n 
emphasis of this initial interview, 
T h e f i v e f am i 1 i e s 1,.1 h o i~ v ti n t u a 1 l y c o m p 1 e t e d t h r" 
r· e q u i r· f:i m e n t s a r· e r· e f e r r· e d t o b y a 1 p h a h e t. i c a 1 1 a l, (' l •, . T h i ,,, 
i s don e t. o i n s 1J1~ e an on y m i t y and a i d t h e f o l 1 J11.,J i n •3 
explanation of results and discussion, The father is 
abbrev i at e d t o t he nu mer· -E1 1 1 et t. er· ( 1 ) , and t he m D t her· .i c:, a 
(2) for each family, Reference to the management 
self-efficacy questionnaire will distinguish between either 
question one (1) or question two (2), For example, the 
q u e '=· t i o n t 1,J o a n s 1,1 e r· '=• b y t h e f a t h e r f r· o rn f a rn i 1 y ( C ) t,J i 1 1 h e 
abbreviated as Fam C (1,2), 
FAMILY A : Fam A Js a two parent family with three 
c h i 1 d r· e n , I t i s a r· e c o n '=· t i t u t c~ d f a rr1 i 1 y t,J i t h t. h e l a 1~ g e t 
c: h i 1 d b e i n •:J f r· o rn t h e f a i h e r· s f ir- '=· t rn a r· r· i a '9 e • T h e ll,1 o 
younger· children ar·e of lhe cun·E•nt par·ents. The ih1't\t~ 
childr·en -=-ffe .::1ged 6 )l(?arc:,, 4 year•c:,, and 6 month•:,, Tht~ focus 
child was the oldest and was admitted for bedwetling and 
n on - c D rn p 1 i an c e • El o t h par· en t. s t,J a n t 8 d a'=··=· i <:, I: an c e u i I. h 
man;:19e1nent. 
T h e y h a d a t t e rn p t e d f. o I' c~ c e i ,1 e h e 1 p b i~ f o r· e t h e l,J d 1· d 2 4 
p r· o g r· am • Ho l,J ever· , t he y 1 ..1 e r· e d i s c:, at i ,; f 1 f~ d b e c i.'l u '.:, e t h i c:, on l y 
i n v D 1 v r~ d t. h e c h i 1 d a n d e v e n t u a 1 1 y u n s 8 t i <::, f a c t o r· y 1 o n g - 1 P r-r11 
,~ e s u 1 t '=· o c c u I' r· e d • Th e pa 1~ en t '=· had not 1 ea,, n t an y n e t.J ,.,1 a y ~. 
to lflanage their· difficult child, Beginning the l,.lar·d 24 
pro•gr-arn tJas an important step for' thic,, family bt?cause thi:i 
par·enlc,, 1,,Jere involved in lhe r·e-rrian;)•Jement of lhel,, child, 
Thf, e>:per-ience 1,Jas dec,.cr·ibed as " •• ,qui to r1 lur·n-·a-ar·ound", 
The falhc~r- 1,,Ja<:, employed in a :=,en-d-:=,kille1d occup;c1lior1, 
often working long hours and al limes travelling away from 
home for some niqht<:,, The mother· 1,Jas a full-time 
house-parent, During the time of admission to the Ward 
program they were in the process of buying their firsl h • m8 
and shifting, Both parents described themselves as being 
''., ,quite r·eady fDr· change'', 
FAMILY B : Fam Bis a two parent family with three 
c h i 1 d r e n a g e d 1 4 y e c:1 t' s , l 3 y ea r· s , a n d c, y e a r· s • T h e 1 3 y ea r· 
old boy was a recommended admission through the children's 
court, The problems impinging on the legal system were 
conduct disor'der· type behaviour<:,, non-cornpl ianco and school 
refusal, Both parents were feeling desperate and 
u n con f i den t i n management • The rn o t h e r· e ':, p e c :i a 1 1 y 1,J a'=· 
unhappy and reluctant to continue manageing this child.This 
put a lot of strain on the marriage, The father hacl the 
better relationship with the focus ~hild, 
This family was struggling to be together, They began 
t h e l,J a I' d 2 4 pr· o gr a rn 1,J i t h a "e r· y n c,. 'd al i v e a t t. i l u d e , The y 
cr'it.icised the pro•jrarn as be1n·j "artificial" z1nd 
"unr·ealistic", They believed th\~ pn:igr·am gavo lheir· child 
more attention than they would ever be able to uffer him, 
Both par'ent<:, t,ier·e employed, The father at,Js a full---tim8 
s k i 1 l e d t r a d e s !fl a n t,J o r· k i n g '=· h i f t. h o u r· <:, , t,1 h i l e l h e rn o t h 13 r 1,1 a s 
p a r· l -- l i me em p l o y ,~ d i n i-J <:, e rn i ·- s k i 1 1 ,2 d o c c 1, 1 pa t i o ri , Sh e 1,1 cl '=· 
i n v o 1 v e d i n t he rn a J or· i t y o f rn an a 'j e rn e n l , I r1 c n n c:, i s I. f! n c y i n 
rn a nag em e n t 1,1 a s a ma j o r· i <:, '.', u e f D r· t h i s P am i 1 y I e c:, p e c i a l l y .i. n 
t h e h a n d 1 i n g o f t h r:! f o c 1.1 s c h i l d • 
FAMILY C : Fam C is a two parent family with their 
younge<:,t child 61:•ing the only c:,ibling at hom1?., Thi<::. l] ve.c:ir' 
o 1 d b o y 1 ••J a '=• a d rn i t t e d f o r· rn a n a g e m e n t d i f f i c u l t i ti s r· u 1 a t. e d t n 
h i s q u er· y sch i z op hr en i c /de pr· es s iv e. d i '=·or· de r • Con c E.i r 11 a l 
time of admission focused on the child's continuing 
educcdion in high school and his inability lo ':,ociali<:,e 
with other peers, His relationship with his parents was a 
very dependent-type one, The family had previously been 
introduced to the Ward 24 program during a 24 hour 
admission of their child for observation and psychiatric 
assessment, Their outcome expectations had been sobered 
du r· i n g t hi '=· exp er· i enc e • They ,., ea l i s r~ d be for· e t he t i::i n 1,1 ,::~ e k 
program began that their child's progress would be slow, 
Pr· o f e '=· s i o n a 1 h e 1 p f or t h i s fa rn i 1 y i <:, a b 1 •J r- e a ,:; <:, u r· a n c 8 
for these parents, They acknowledged the value of being 
'=· u p p o r· t e d an d u n d e r· s t o o d • 11 I t i s g o o d l o k n o l,J h e 1 p i s 
t h e r e " • T h e f a l h e ,, L,1 c:1 s e m p 1 o y e d i n a f u l 1 ·- t. i 111 H s e III i -· <:, Id l 1 e d 
occupation, l,.1',ile the mother lJOl'ked par·t-tirrH? fr·c1111 ho1ne, 
Ff-11'111 '( D : Fam O is a lL,.10 par·ent family 1,.iith lhr·ee 
children, The admitted child was an 11 year old and 
ado p t e d , The y o u n g er s i b l i n ',J<'· 1.J er· e 9 An d 7 y ear- '=· . He l,1 as 
admitted for conduct disorder-type behaviours, and 
especially for· '.dealing public pr·oper·ty. 
These parentc;. had altempl:ed differ,:>.nl. type<:, or 
management techniques to control and help their 
relationship with their child, However, they were f0el lng 
desperate and wanted professional help to change their 
c h i 1 d • T h e y f e 1 t l h a t t h E, 1/ \,J e J' e ma n a g e i n q t h c~ i r· o I I , e r· 
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c h i 1 d r· e n 1,J e l 1 a n d 1. h a t 1. h i s c h i 1 d 1.,13 s t h 1.'! p r· o b 1 e m • F r· a m i n g 
the management. ic,suE.\':, in t(Jr·ms of a family dynamic 1··1~<::.ull.ed 
in considerable resistence from these parents. 
Bot h t he':, e par· en t s \,Jo r· k e d I n f u l 1 - t. i. m ,,. p 1' n f 1,. •:; ':, i IJ 11 c.1 1 
c a I' e t' r s . 
FAMILY E : Fam Eis a two parent family, The father 
was a sickness beneficiary and did not attempt the 
q u e s l i o n n a i r· e s , T h e m o t h e r· 1.J a s ct f u l 1 -· t j m t~ p a r erd , T h e r· 1!. 
I.J e r· e t. h r· e e c h i 1 d J' e n i n t h e f and 1 y , T h e a d m i l t ,=c d c h i 1 d 1.,.1 a •;:, 
10 y ear· '=· o 1 d 1J i t h s i b l i n g '=· o f 6 and 4 y ea 1' s • H ti 1,1 a •::, 
ad mi t t e d f o J' sch o o 1 r· e f u '=·al and a •:i gr· es<.:, iv e b 1~ h c1 vi our . 
The mother faced the responsibility of the Ward 24 
program and re-management of her child on her own, This 
o f t. e n c r e a t e d d i f f i c u t i e '=· L.I i t h i n c o n '=· i s t e n l rn "" n a g ri rn (~ n t , T h e 
f a t h e r· h a n d 1 e d l h e c h i 1 d r e n ' s d i s c p 1 i n e i n h i ':', o t.Jr1 \,J a y • H e 
h a d b e e n i n s t i t i o n a 1 i s e d f o r' a 1 a J' g e p r' o p o r· t i o n o f h i c::, 1 i f e 
a n d t h e IT1 a n a g e m e n I, o f h i s c h i 1 d r e n w a s p t' e d o rrii n a l e 1 y 
carried out by the mother, She initially had little faith 
that the profe<::,sionals could help her· child and family, 
This was supported by her experience of her husband's 
rehabi 1 it::1tion, 
0, INSTRUMENTATION 
In this study a questionnaire was developed to measure 
p a r· e n t s s Ei 1 f -- e f f i c ct c y l,J i t h r· e 1 a t i o n t o t h e ma r1 a ,9 e tfl e n I. o r 
their child, admitted to an inpatient child and family 
psychiatric unit, Ils format was based on previous 
q u e '=· t i o n n a i r· e s d e ':, i g n e d t o m o n i t o r s ~-' 1 f - e f f i c a c y 1,J i t h 
r·espect to problem dr·inking behaviour dur·ing tr·ealm8rd 
(Gibb, 1984), and weight loss and relapse during lreatmenl 
for· obesity <Hall, 19E',4), 
F i r· s t a l i '=• t o f i l (~ rn '=• l,J as •:3 (~ n e r· a t. e d 1,,; h i c h d e s c I' i b fJ d 
var· i o us '=· p e c i f i c '=· i t u at i on~. 1 i k e l y t o be er, count. er· e d h y l he 
parent, These descriptions of child behaviours spanned a 
,1ar·iety of tasks, and Vcir·iou:=. levels of difficulty, r,,o ci", 
t o <:, a l i sf y t he er· i t er· i. a of tfl a g n i t u de an cl g (·! n n,. ;3 l i t y 
pr·opo::,ed by Bandur·a (1977), A t,.Jide r·an•J(~ of beh,:1vic11H·<c, 1,1a'.:', 
also important due to the heterogeneous group of subjects. 
The pur·po<:,e of the 9ueslionnair·e l,la'; to rnea':,Ure th;3 par·enl~. 
b e 1 i e f i n t h e i r· o t,m ab i 1 i t i e ::, t o c: ha n ':J e a n d b e e f f (~ c t i v E! i n 
the management of their focus child, and be sensitive to 
their possible difficultiEis in copin 1J uith mr.1na9ent('!nt 
i1=,SIJl?'=1• 
T h r· e e b e h av i o u r c h e c k 1 i c_; I. •::; t h a t h d d b e 1:1 n u ·=· e d h r l.,J ,.1 r· J 
24 staff lo as<:,e::,S par·ent<:, pe1'ceptions of thtiir· t:hild''=· 
problems provided detail of lhe types of behaviours lhat 
t,i er- e hand l e d du r· i n g l he pt' o gr· a rn ( r· ic! fer· t o Append i >< t 1,,,1 c,) , 
T h e f i r s t d t' a f t. D f t h e q u e s t i o n n a :l I' e l,.I a s 6 0 q u e s t i o n s i n 
length, ll t,ias mooted befc1re lt,.10 priinar·y tht>r·api<:,ls, L.,1ho 
had mo I' e t h an 4 y e a r· s e >( p e r· i e n c e 1,.1 o t' k i n g 1,.1 i t h c h i 1 d r· e n a n d 
f a rrd l i e '=· i n t h e ~I a r· d 2 4 p r· o g r· a rri , F o 1 1 o 1.,.ii n •:J t_ h i <:, d i s c u '=· <:, i u n , 
a m o r- e p r· e c i ':, e f o nn u 1 a t i o n , o f t h e s p e c i f i c ma n a g e m <:Hd 
is-=,ues facrc~d b/ n10<=,t parent<=, enrer-ing l.ht? p1'09r·am, t,1,c:1s 
reached, The questionnaire was shortened to 40 quest ions by 
1, eliminating r·epetilions of managem(~nt sit.uatio11s ,::ind 
finding the best example to match a number of similarly 
d e '=· c r- i b e d b e h a v i o u r s , a n d 
2, r-r~rnoving e><amples of rnanagernEH1l that ':,E!emed unlikely l.o 
be addressed by most parents, 
Each of the 40 iterns \,JeJ'e rat.eel by subJc=cl:s on E.iach of 
l h e t t,JO :1- p o i n l L 1k er· t - i y p e s ca 1 e -=, , Cl 11 l ht~ f i r· ~, l ~.ca l e t h e 
'=· u b J e c l t.1 a '=· t D r· a t e h o 1,1 c n n f i d e n t 1 h e y t,JO u 1 d b f? i n d ,3 a l i n g 
1,J i t h t h (!. b c:o ha vi our- des c r- i bed i n each i t e n1 , l I 1 a l i ,, , g i vi n 'ti 
a roa g nit u de r a L in g of' s e 1 f- (~ff i ca c y , Th f~ second s c c:1 1 (~ 
,, e q u i r- e d t h e s 1 1 b .J e c l t o a s '=· e s <:, h o t,J c: o n f i d ,~ n t l h f~ y t,1 n u 1 d b e 
i n cl ea 1 i n ,3 1,J i t h a s i l u al i on t ha l t hey h ;3 d pr· Ei v i o u •; l y not 
c o p e d tJ e l l i n , l h a t i s , g i v i n ':l a rr1 e a '=· u r e c, f rH:. r· s i ~, I. (!. n c e • 
T h e L i k e r t s c a 1 e <:, r· a n g e d f r- o m ' -c:1 1 1,,;a y ,; c o n f i d 1). n t ' I_ tJ ' n e v e r-
e o n f i d E' n t ' f o r· q u e '=· 1. i n 11 n n e ( \ l , a n d ' e >( I 1 , (• IM~ l y c o n f i d C! n l ' 
1. o ' n o l c o n f i d (:'l II t ' f o r· q u e s l i o n t 1.,1 o ( 2 ) • F 1.1 r· t h e ,, 
information was obtained on page three of the 
q u e ,-;, t i on n a i r- e , ,~ rc1 q u i r i n g d E\ t a i l u f t i m cc. i n v o l v !.:\In en I. j 11 l h '" 
pr-091·-arn by the par-ents and ':,elf-e.fficnCY r~1iil)gr; nf tar-'.;Jel. 
behaviour-snot mentioned in the initial 40 q1.1estion':', (r-efe!' 
to Appendix one), 
Th c" Fl EW i c, (~ d n eh;;:, v i our· Pr-ob l e rn Check 1 i •; I. ( RB PC) i s B 
r-eci?.nt e>,pansion of ihe Behavinur· Pr·oblem Checkl isi (8PC) 
(Ouay, 1977) t,Jhlch ha':, been t,ii.dr~ly used in lh,,! U11iled 
r:; t at e 'c, a<.:, a '=• y mp t om r· a I. i n g s ca 1 e , l I. h cl<::, b r~ E• n 1. 1 c, \' d 1 ••• 1 i t h 
pa r· e n t s , t e a c h e ,, s , a n d o t h e r '=· i g n i f i c a n t a d u l t s • T h e 
major·ily of itr~m<:, that m;:ike up th•3 EWC 1,,.1er·1~ d(·::r·ived fr·u111 a 
study by Peterson (1961), After collecting c~se rec • rrls 
fr·om c1 uni.vP.rsit';l chi.ld guidance clinic, hP -=,1?l(:.Cll',d common 
s y mp t o ill c om p o n e n l ·:; • T h e y 1.J e r· e r· e f i n e d b y f a c t o r· a n a l y s i <.:, 
into a 55-·il.i?.m scalE!, Ouay and Pel.e1'sor1 (19[:;J) br~gari the 
r· e v j '=· i on of t he BF' C for· l 1.1 c1 p 1' i n c i pa l r· e d ':',on'=· . F i r· ':', l , 1 hey 
1,1i.shc~d to t,JidE.?n il'::, di;=1gnnsli.c scop(-i, '.=;(!C:t1nd, !hey 1 .. Jt111!.t:•d 
to increase the robustness of its component i I ems. 
Refinement nf the experimenlal RBPC has only r0cenlly 
been completed, The RBPC consist<:, of 2,9 i1.eri1~, lh;:d are 
s c o r· e d a c c o r d i n g t o t h e p E.i r· c e i v ,.,? d '=• eve r· i t / o f l h t>. p 1' o b 1 <:i rn • 
Each <.:,cor·e ran,3e<.:, fr·orr1 0 to 2, Only 77 nf the l1.omc, cir·o 
a c l u a l l y u <.:, Ei d t. o d r.? t e r· m i n e l h e i n d i v i d u ;::1 1 s c c'.1 r· r,? <.:, f' o r· e c.:1 c h 
b an d o f b e ha v i o u r· '=· ( r, e f e r t. o ?\ p p •2 n d i >( lt.1 o ) , T h •• R 8 PC 
me a s u r e '=· 1,.1 i d e -- b a n d d i roe ri s i o n s o f c h i l d h o ha v i o u t' , ~-.I o r mat i v e 
data and r·eliability le<.:,t.ing, validity ,:rnd c1•c,c:,c:,-c1.Jllur·,~l 
generality have been validated in New Zealand (Aman & Werry 
1:d a 1 , 1983; Aman [,, l,li:_i r· r· y, 191?,4) , 
The visual analogur~ '::,calEi (~/AS) 1.-.1as de•::,i·;ined l:o rnec1<c,ur·e 
r·ecording':', of behaviour·al per·for·n1ance of the chi 1 d or1 
designated larget behaviours (refer to Appendix three), 
These be ha vi our· s L.J er· e of I. en no l spec i f i ca 1 1 y 111 en l i c1 n e d on 
the ~1SE or RBPC, The':,e tar·get bP.haviriur·~,; 1.,.10.r'e ;,-1lso (irder·ed 
o n t h e t h i r d p a g e o f Un? MS E q u e s ti o n n a i r C"' , f.1 ,,. e l f - e f' f i c ; 1 c y 
rating was obtained for these behaviours, This provided a 
r· e •:Ju l a r· gauge of ho 1,.1 t h 8 '=· t a ff and par· en t s t.J et' e per c e iv i n •2 
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the child's prog1'ess, This infor·rnalion ,.,Ja•; not r·eadil 1/ 
available other than reading daily ward noles or sitling in 
on starf meetings, 
E, PROCEDURE 
An o u l 1 i n e o f' l h (~ d a l a po i r 1 t. '=· 1,1 a c:, p r e ';;en t. e cl 1. o t h •~ m 
which they used as a calendar, Table 1 is an example of the 
d a t a r· e q u i r· em en L '=· and 1,1 h ('' n t he d al a L,J C:h cu l 1 ci chi d du,· .i n g 
t. h e p r o gr· am • A c: o n '=· en t f or· lf1 1.J a <c, a 1 c:, o '=· i g r, r• d by 1. h (~ 
researcher and the parents (refer to App8ndix flve), 
l n i t i a l l y a l l l h e f a ITi i l i e s a p p I' o ,3 c h e d a g ri:J e d t o p a r· l ,,d( •:> i n 
t he r· e '=·ear· ch r· e q u i r e 1n en l "', , 
The <:,elr-efficacy quec:.tionnair·e lJas sdniini,=.l,,~r·,:d at lhe 
initial admi-=,sion of the faniily to the pr·o•3r'"rn1, Dur·in•3 ll·,1" 
l 0 \,1 e e k p r- o 'd r· am a In c:1 :< i mu rn o f t 1.,1 o t··1 ~; E rr, e a•,, L.1 r· e s 1,J c1 •; 1 · 1c' ·~ u i r· E! d , 
The ;i 1 . .1 e r· e c: o rn p 1 i:> l e d a t. ho mt:! and t o o I·. b e I \,J '=' ''= n '2 8 .::1 n d 4 C:l 
minute'=-· The RElPC t,Ja':', adrninic..tered al. "',i 1J11ifi1,:inl jtJnct.11r·p•-, 
i n t he pr· o gr· a rn , n a 1n e 1 y ad lfl i "'· s j on , t h 8 "? n d n f j n pa I i >:: r, I 
t r· eat rn en t , en cl of sh o 1· t ··· I: er· m f o 1 1 rn,1- up and a t 1 on g - t er· rri 
follo\,1-up, The visual analogue sccile of tar·gel bE:haviour·':', 
\,J a '=· c o rn p 1 e l (~ cl f'..i a c h t-J e (?. k b y I. h ('} p a r· c~ n t. s cl n d t h (!. p r· i rn a r· y 
therapist, Target behaviours were discussed by lhe 
l h e r- a p i s t , p a r e n t s a n d t h e r· e s e a r' c h e 1 • , \ u c l a r i f '/ 1.,J h a l 1, • .1 a ·=· 
lo be evaluated (refer lo Table 1), 
Cl TABLE ONE 
WEEK MUN. TUES. WED. THURS. Fl\ I. SAT. SUN. 
MSE MSE VAS(STAFF + 
RBPC PARENTS) 
2 MSE VAS 
3 MSE MSE VAS WEEKEND HOME 
4 MSE MSE VAS WEEKEND HOME 
5 MSE MSE VAS 
RBPC DISCHARGE 
6 MSE MSE VAS 
7 MSE MSE VAS 
8 MSE MSE VAS 
OUTPATIENT 
9 MSE MSE VAS 
10 MSE MSE VAS END OF 10 
RBPC WEEKS 
VAS --VISUAL ANALOGUE SCALE 
RBPC -- REVISED BEHAVIOUR PROBLEM CHECKLIST 
MSE -- MANAGEMENT SELF-EFFICACY 
fHf',1PTER THREE. 
ThE-? re','.,ult<,, ar·e pr·esE-1ntecl in thr·eE-: s.(~ction"',• The fir·'~t 
',r~ction de·,;cr·ibe•:o the total c,,cnr·ri'c, on the n;=;E, Cornpar·ic:,on 
ic. mad(~ bet1.,.1een thE-) mnth,~r- and father· in fiAch famil 1/1 and 
Also between parents from different families, The second 
,:. C,? c t i o n i n c l u cl E, <:, ;:1 rn D r· e d (i t a i 1 e d l:c. >:: ;:,1 tn i n a t. i n r I o f' t h (,? 
j u n c t u r· Ei p n i n t s i n t h e p r· Cl g r· a rn ( u E, e k o n e a n cl f i v Ei , 1,.J E? (~ k t e n 
and l ong-ter·rn foll Ol,.J--up), Each of the total t··JSE scor·(>.", (for· 
question one only) is col lapsed into aggregate totals of 
each level of ",Eilf-E?fficacy ('cValui:1tion, Thirdly, the 
rn e a '=· t I r· e m ('! n t s o f t h e c h i 1 d ' ':, p E? r- f n r rn '"' n c {~i o n t h 01 v i s u a 1 
an a ·1 o ·:au E1 an cl t h (c? F~D PC a r· E? e v a 1 u at E:? d and compare cl 1,.1 i t h t he 
self-efficacy ratings, 
If c,elf--r·pfer·E?nt thought rfl(~d:i.c:1t(i~; the relation':',hip 
b e t \,J E• e n k n o 1,J 1 e cl g e a n d a c t i o n , t h (1 n t h e r· e 1.,J i l l b 12 a c 1 o s E>. 
covariance between perceived rnanagernent performance and the 
p e r· c e p f i o n o f ':C, e l f · · Ei f f i c a c I/ t) i t h r (:? '.', p e c t t o rn a n H g e rn E.i n t , 
;::;ECTICJN Of\.JE : The tDt.al scnr-.:~,; for· each f;3rni 1 y ar·n 
pr- c~ c-, i:'- n t e d i n Tab 1 c ,,, ? an cl 3, The t i rn e per· :i o cl i s a cc (Jun t c d 
for· by thE'J data pnint numbn1· 0 , (2 tn 11), Datc1 pnint l i.~'., a 
p1·o··vi<:,:it scur·e take11 pr·ior· io arlrnic:,,;:irin., l<Jh:ile po:inl•:; (12 
t n :21 ) c: or· r· e 1:::, p Dr, cl "! u \,J e f\ k '.', 6 t o 1 r7J , The l t I n g -·· -t (,? r· rn f' o l l o \,J-· u p 
c, c o 1· P 'c• ( r:~ / U ) a r· e g i v 1:1 n c:1 l ·I h ti (~ n d , 
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ffinnm: 2 : f!IIIUNI MfilN!!6(MlEMJ iHf-UFIUCT 
HM (MU) : oaaumm 1, FIIIU!Ultl) RHII M1m1rn(2) 





l 151 ,1'14 140 ,130 ............. _ ... 
I I --= I I I I 
---1121 2 Ui2 157 94 79 14-1 143 --- ---
I I 
151 1139 1181113 :} 155 160 110 73 132 
l6:l lM7 
I I 
~. 112 114 160 144 103 108 ---I I I I 
5 151 162 lt0 76 166 145 --- --- 166 
I I I I 
6A , .. I'" --- --- 174 146 123 99 173 ---1 n I I 1 142 165 --- 150 124 102 156 I I 
® 153 lfi5 --- ... -- 172 147 125 102 ---
I I I I 
1197 I) 154 160 96 73 175 147 126 97 I I 
, 16 I 84 H'i 157 160 105 72 170 147 11Hi 
I I I 
l 1 137 156 98 86 170,147 108 86 ---I I I 
31 18 18 23 31 11 23 29 62 
--- ., MISSIHO URLUES 
I [inun.1£ 2: um1NH1 
FAMIL'I fflMR FAMB FftM C FAM D FAME 
I TIME PllllENT 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
146 153 
I I I 
--- ,190 12: 99 85 162 147 116 114 I I I I 
13 147 150 100 103 158 147 123 115 --- l!HI I I I I ---roo M 150 151 --- 114 165 146 --- ---I I I I 
· 15 149 150 104 103 161 148 92 I 01 200 
Hi 
I I I I 
148 145 103 96 --- --- ..... --- 200 
I I I I I n 149 152 106 99 167 147 107 02 200 
I I I I I H) 148 153 --- --- --- .,._.., 85 7'l 200 
1541153 
I I I I 
19 102 105 --- ___ I ___ 200 
I I I 
26 159 161 102 106 --- ........ --- --- ---.I I I I I 
21 1601162 99 ,104 --- --- ~-- --- ---I 
f/U 
I I 
163 M7 109 99 163 160 --- --- 1'l 
I I I I I 
r/U 163 1152 111 101 167,164 ....... --- ,179 
I I 
14 17 7 29 9 30 11 2 
--- .. MISSING I.IALUU 
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~.,., 
filhn•u 3 : r111rnr MIINAUMENT uu-uncan 
SIIM (MSE): IIIESTlffH 2, FITUU(I) IND Mf1TJIUl(2) 
FRMILV FOM R FRM 8 FRM C FnM D FRM £ 
PARENT I 2 I 2 1 2 I 2 I 2 
I TIME 
I 
I I I ' I 136 143 --- --- 13'1 120 109 105 --- ---- .. . 
I 
z 149 157 96 97 147 1&2 --- --- --- 140 
I I ii I I 
3 146 149 108 40 152 131 87 112 --- 133 
I I II I I 
4 150 1'12 108 74 155 136 01 105 --- ---
I I II I I 
5 141 167 110 7l 160 139 _..,_ --- --- 166 
I I I I I 
6 125 165 ..... _ --- 169 143 93 90 173 
I I I I I 
7 124 168 --- 82 --- 141 06 97 156 
I I I I I 
8 124 159 --- --- 176 143 89 90 ---
I I I I I 
9 136 157 96 06 166 143 75 90 197 
I I I I I 
10 142 159 107 IOI 164 149 72 07 106 
I I I I I 
II 119 155 102 I 08 160 "10 62 04 ---I I 
--- • MISSING URLUES 
I TnDLE 3 : CONTINUED : I 
FnM R FRM D FRM C rRM D FnM E 
I TIME I 2 I 2 1 2 I 2 I 2 
I I I I I 
12 129 157 106 117 159 142 60 04 --- 199 
I I I I I 
13 137 153 107 125 ,, 158 142 58 06 --- 200 
I I I I I 
14 130 149 --- 117 164 142 __ .., ....... 200 
I I I I I 
15 136 147 111 121 174 I'll 49 02 200 
I I I I I 
16 139 146 107 114 --- --- --- --- 200 
' I I I I I 





18 --- ....... ... ...... _.,._ 200 
19 
I I I 
155 155 Ill !M --- ____ .... --- --- 200 
I I I I I 
20 163 164 108 110 --- --- --- --- ---
I I I I I 
21 164 164 103 90 --- --- .............. ---I 1- 1--I I 
r/u 150 150 109 96 162 156 --- --- 159 
I I I I I 
f/U 150 151 113 119 172,155 --- ......... ,177 I I I 
--- "'MISSING URLUES 
The ananlysls of variance for repeated measures and 
m e a n '=· c: o r· e <.:, f o r· (! a c h p a r e n t 1.,1 e r ('i c a 1 c u 1 a t ti d u s i r 1 9 :=1 Elf'! D P::? \,I 
slalic;.tical p::::ickag,J. ([li,(on, 19<'?i1), lndi.vidu;3l 1ri(1an ·0.cor·,?·"· 
provide information on the comparative scores between 
p a r· e n t s a n d f a m i l i e <:, , T h e '=· c o t' e '=· a r· e r o u n d fJ d u p t o t h e 
nearest whole number for ease of reference, Tolal MSE 
scores were defined as the dependent variable, The 
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i n d f!. pen cl on t var· i 8 b 1 es 1,J (or· f~ p ;;n· E1 n t (1 or· 2) for· e. a ch fa rn i 1 y , 
and question (1 or 2) for each parent, 
T h e M•l OVA s u rn rn a r y t a b l e s ( r e f N' t o ?\ p p e n d i >( f o u r· ) 
indicate that the parents in Fam A, 8, and C scored 
s i g n i f i c a n t 1 y d i f f e r· e n t r· e s u l t <:', t o t h e n t h ~J r· p a r· e n l i n t h e 
f am i l y a t t h e ( p < • 0 1 ) l e v e l • Th e i r· i n d i v j d u a l ':, c o ,, c~ ·=· 1.,1 (\ r· e 
distributed significantly from the other parent, The 
parents from Fam D did not produce significantly dirferent 
scores to each other, Two suggestions explain this initial 
f i n d i n g • F i r· s t l y , e a c h p a r· e n t e >( p e r· i e n c e "· d i f f e r· 8 11 l a 111 o u tYl <.=., 
of management responsibility and lhey tend to select and 
manage diffet··ent c;,or~t:;. of behaviour·, The mother' ctnd father· 
experience different levels of self-efficacy to e<lch other, 
Second l y , parent '=· ans 1.,, er· e d the quest ion n a i ,, e at di ff er· en l 
t i me '=· d u r· i n g t h e d a y , Th E~ r e f o r· e , t h Ei i r· s c o t' e s 1~1 e r' ,~ n Ci I. 
completed under the same conditions, 
Variance in the total scores was also effected by the 
diffet'ences in an'c,l,1er·<:, betl,Jeen question one and que,;,t.iDn 
two, Fam A and O produced significant results al lhe 
(p(,12!1) and Fam El at (p,<(15), that i-=,, th,-dr· individual 
an<:=,t,1er·s on 9u1,!slion on(?. c11·1d •:iue•::,lion t.uo or 1.h(, rt-=;r: ,_,,,,!r·,::' 
d i s t. r· i b u t e d '=· i ·~ n i f i c 3 n t. 1 y • T h f:! m e a n '=· c o r· e '=· f o r· ·:i u (~ ·:=. I i c1 n ,::, 
on e an d 1. 1,J o l,J e 1·· e '::, i g n i f i can t 1 y d i. f f er· en t , T 1.,J c1 I c~ n t .er I i v ,0. 
conclusions are made to explain these initial findings, 
F i r· '=· I. l y , q 1.1 e '=· t i on o n E! .3 n d ·~ u e '=· +. i on l 1.,1 o u er· e :=in •::, 1,J e r· e d 
s e par· at e l y and i n dependent 1 y fr· o Iii ea c. h o t ht' r· , '.3 i; c: on .-J l y , I he 
answers to question two were possibly Formulal.ed afler lhe 
q u e s t i o n o n e ,~ e '=· p o n s e s , T h e y r· e f l e c l a m E' a ~. u r· e o f ~. l r· e Ii g 1. h 
of self-efficacy which during failure in management (re. 
questionnaire) they would feel less affective, This would 
be a function of their magnitude score on question one, 
An'=· l,1 er'=· t D quest i on'=· one c.1 n d t i.,J o rn a p E.' a ch o t her· , Th i ~. i '=· 
verified by looking at the graphs of total MSE scores 
(Figures l(A,B,C,O,E) and 2(A,B,C,O,E)) and comparing 
highe<:=,t and lol,Jesl scor·e':, for (?.ac.h fami1y on both 
questiDn-=·• Thi':, 1'esult adds , .. Jeighl lo the '.::,econd 
conclusion, 
T h e '=· i g n i f i c a n t i n t. e r· a c t i. o n b e l \J e e n p ;:\ r· e n t Et n d q u e '=· l 1 o n 
independent. variables for Fam A and D (p(,01 l suggests that 
these parents may have independently rated each question 
a n d av o i d e d i n f 1 u e n l i a l d i '=· 1~ u s s i o n '=· I' e g a 1' d i n 'J I. h e i 1·· 
an <:=,l,1er· '=·. 
G'r· a p h s of the lot a 1 MSE '=·co I' es (for· q lrn s 1. ion o IH:. and 
two), taken sequentially during the admission, discharge 
and follot,;-up phases of lr·eat.rnenl., indic:aifJ sorne 
interesting trends, 
1 , A l l t h e f a m i 1 i (~ s 1 e v e 1 s o f s e l f -· e f f i c fl c y i 1HT E! 8 ':d' a c 1' n '-, ·:=, 
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the 23 data points, except for Fam D (Figures 
1(A,B,C,D,E)l, Figur·es 2<.A,B,C,O,El r·epr'esent.s lot;.::11 '::,ccire·c_. 
for· quest ion l 1,1 o , This me c:1 c:, t.tr· e o r per· c:, :i s ten c ~! sh o LJ ·=. a 
c:,imilar· chan•3e in ::=.cor·ec:, over· time, thoU'.cJh th(~ tr·o 1.1 1Jh•:', ori 
the gr·aphs tend to be a•::,'.:,tc!ntualE!d, Thi<=, rnay be becaus(~ of 
t h e ab o v e r ea s o n c:, , o r· b e c: a u s e d u r· i n g a p P r i o d o f 1 o t.1 
self-efficacy, a parent will experience a considerably 
lessened belief in persistence, A very good example of this 
i s g iv en i n F i r· 1.1 r· e 1 D and 2 D r or· t he f' a t her·'=· co 1r11:i ,:11· 8 I. iv,:, 
scor'ec:,, Per·sistenc(=. can be high, hoi..Jever·, when a childc:, 
behavior· is difficult, ec:,peciallv in the initial ·:=.ta,::.Jes of 
t he pr- o gr~ am • An ex a rn p 1 e of l h i s i c:, d E~ 111 on c:, t r· at e d by l h (:' 
mother· of Fam t, (r·efer· to Figur·e lA and ?.A), 
2 • T h e r a n g e o f s c o r· e c:, p ,, f? c:, e n t e d i n T a b 1 e c:, 2 a n d :=i s u r-' p 1J r· L "· 
t h e c o n c 1 u s i o n t ha l: pa r· e n t. '=· e >( p ,::, r· i e n c e d i s l i n c t. l y d J f f e 1' f~ 11 t 
levels of confidence~ in 1nanagemenl, 
Data presented in Table 4 indicate that c:tll fc1miliec:,, 
t ha l t,1 er· c~ ab 1 e t o comp l et e t h E:i q u e ::, t i on n c1 i r· 1-:> at 1 n n •::J - l •~ r· rn 
follow-up, were scoring higher in confidence ratings, 
Pre-visit scores indicate that, once help was obt.ained, the 
c o n f i d en c e i n 1n an a g e rn Ei n t i n c r· e used , Fur· -1. h e r-rn n r (~ , l he 
h i •::J h e c:;.t s c o t' e <:=, f o r· e a c h p a r· e n 1_ d u r· i n ':I t h e) 1 Cl l,1 e Ed, t r • e .,;d_ me n t 
p ha <:=, E.> ' c o r· r· e s p o n d c 1 o ':, e 1 y tJ i t h i. h e c,, c o r· e c:, u b I. cl .l n i,J d d l 
lon9-tenn follo1.,,1-up, They ar·e significantly h(ghe,, lhan lhe 
lowest scores , which mostly occurred in the firs1 five 
1,J eek':, for· a l l fa n1 i 1 i e <:, e >( c e pt. Fam [I , The t' at .i n •J ':, of 
sel f-eff icacv for Fam Cl par·ents continued to decline 
thr·ow::ihout 'lhe pr·ogr·arn. 
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, l ri t e r· e '=· t i n g l y , a t. 1 o n q -- t i~ r· m f o l l m.J ··· u p , F a rn O h a d 
r·el ingui':::.hed th,~ r·esponsibi l i ty of rnan,3gern£H1I. of tht:1 1r 
child, He wa'::, bein,9 ,,:;ar·ed for· by a fostE\r· family one rncinlh 
a f t e. r· t. h e e n d o f t h e. 1 0 l,J e e k p r o g 1·· a m • (~ '=· p E1 r· (:' n t. s , t. h c~ y f e 1 t 
·;:ir·ief and di'::,appoirdment 3f. "·::iivin·::i-up", but lhi~Y 
considered the whole family was being effected lo 8dversely 
b y t. h r,, l a I' ·::i e t. c h i l d ' s b e h a v i o u r , 
TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION ONE ON THE MSE, 
FATHER= 1 ANO MOTHER - ,, -- ~~- . 
















0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 
TIME: DATA POINTS 
TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION ONE ON THE MSE, 
FATHER= 1 AND MOTHER - 2, 












-0- F AM B ( 1 , 1 ) 
+ FAM8(2,1) 
FOLLOW-UP 
0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 
TIME: DATA POINT~; 
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TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION ONE ON THE MSE, 
FATHER= 1 ANO MOTHER= 2, 












-a- FAM C ( 1 , 1) 
+ FAM C (2,1) 
FOLLOW-UP 
0 -t-r-r~-,--.---.---.---,--.---.---t--,--r-r~....-,.---.--------1-...--.--l 
0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 
TIME: DATA POINTS 
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TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION ONE ON THE MSE, 
FATHER= 1 AND MOTHER= 2, 













-a- FAM D ( 1 , 1 ) 
+ FAM D (2,1) 
FOLLOW-UP 
0 -t---r-,--,-~,--,---.--,.-...--.-,J,-,-,--,---,--,.-...--.--.-----...... 1-11-l 
0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 




TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION ONE ON THE MSE, 
FATHER= 1 AND MOTHER= 2, 














-a- AME (2,1) 
0 ' I ~/I I I ' I I • I I • I I I I ~ • I I I 
1 2 3 \s 6 1 s 9 10111213141s16111s192021t1~1u -. l.~:l)} :-< . 
~ ~k fl .. ~ Q)' \V.J./\~fl-vJ b ~· (JI\Q; V 
J .-- ~ '\ 
TIME: DATA POINTS 
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TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION TWO ON THE MSE, 
FATHER= 1 ANO MOTHER 
FIGURE 2A(MSE) 
-· r1 











ADMISSION DISCHARGE FOLLOW-UP 
-a- FAM A ( 1 ,2) 
-+- FAM A(2 ,2) 
0 -+---,.--,---r---.--..--.----r---..---,--,-+--..---.---r---r---.--.--,--,---,--t-,--y-1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415161718192021222324 
TIME: DAT A POINTS 
L1J 
TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION TWO ON THE MSE, 
FATHER= 1 AND MOTHER= 2, 
FIGURE 2B(MSE) 
200-r---------,---------.---, 
ADMISSION DISCHARGE FOLLOW-UP 
150 







-a- FAM B ( 1 ,2) 
+ FAM B (2,2) 
0 -l--.--,---.---.-.--,--.--.-r---r---+--r-r-r-r-.--:r-,--,--,--t-r--r-1 
0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 
TIME: DATA POINTS 
TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION TWO ON THE MSE, 













-a- FAM C ( 1 ,2) 
+ FAM C (2,2) 
FOLLOW-UP 
0 -4--.--...-.--.--.--...-,---.--.--.--f--.---,,--,--,----r--,r-,--9--ll-ilt---r---,--! 
0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 
TIME: DATA POINTS 
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UJ 
TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION TWO ON THE NSE, 
FATHER= 1 AND MOTHER= 2, 
FIGURE 2D(MSE) 
200 -r----------r-------.---i 
ADMISSION DISCHARGE FOLLOW-UP 
150 






-1!1- FAM D (1,2) 
-+- FAM D (2,2) 
0+-,r-,--,--r-,-,-,-,-r-,--h:-.--.--r-r-.-r-tH"-.-..-i-i 
0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 












TITLE TOTAL SCORES FOR QUESTION TWO ON THE MSE, 




-a- FAME (2,2) 
0 +-.--..-.--,--.----.---r--,--.----.--+-~.----.---r-~r--r-.---0-i!J--r-r-1 
0 1 2 3456789101112131415161718192021222324 
TIME: DAT A POINTS 
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IZ] TIUIU 4 ; PIIHNT MINHEMUff 




















163 145 112 93 181 











Scanner’s Note:  Pages 89 and 90 are absent from the original thesis 
SECTION TWO : Analysis of the various levels of 
confidence responses for question one also providns 
information on how mRny situations parents feel a given 
level of self-efficacy, For instance, self-efficacy total 
<c, c o r · Cc. ,=, o n q u ,2 '.=, t i o n o n t" f o r· F a rn f3 ( :2 , l ) d u r· i n g t h (~ :i n p n t i E! n t 
tl d m i '., "· i D n p h a c::, (? i n c l u d t) d a ma >( i m u m o f 2 '."J ' (~ ' r· f! <:=. p o n •-~ e s o n 
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onE' que<c,t ionair·ci ;,ind cl rnin:imum of 11 ; e' rec,pon<c,(11::. on 
nnother, During the short-term dischHrge phase, the maxlmum 
nurr1bc!r· of 'f:'' t'e<::,pon<:,es l,1as 13, and the minimum nu1nb(Jr· l,la'.:-, 
2 , Th i '.", cl em o n c; t r· a t ,3 c:. h o l,J t h j ~,. rn n t h ('.?, r· ' "', l D l,J E:! s t l e v ci l n f 
'.",elf·efficacy rating changi?cl dr·amatically, ~;he~ startEid 
f e e! l i n g mo t· e c o n f i d e n t i n ma n a g f~ rn e n t a n d h e r· b c~ l j e f i n 
' n e v Ei 1· ' h e i n ·:=i () f f c• c t i v r:. i n <:, i l. u a t i o n ':,, n f rn a n a g E) rn c=i n t 
lessened, At long-term follow-up her scores were 8 Hncl 9 
f o r· ' Ei ' r· e <::, p o n c:=. f) <:=, , L e v e l ' E! ' r· e c:, p o n ':', e 1::, u :', u a l l y r· e f l c: c t E, d a 
v e r y I o 1,.1 mo D d f D r· t h t~ p a r· (! n I ,, (\ l c, 1,1 rn o o d ci f t (,: t I i n d i c :=:1 t (:'. d 
that tl,E) parent \ . .ta<.:, f(,t}lin•3 dJ':,hE.!ar·tened l,1itl1 th(') child'c, 
p r· o '3 r· f~ <:, ':'., , (1, n E! c cl o t a l t, v i cl E) n c o "'· u p p o r· t () cl t h i s c o n c ·1 u c,, i D n f c, r· 
t.h:l<.:, mother, 
T h (; f o l l o 1,J i n g q r tl p h ,. ( F- i g u r- e s 3 ( f:, , B i C , 0 , E ) ) i l 1 u ~,, t ,, a t e 
the total number of responses for each level of 
self-efficacy rating on question one, That is, answers from 
;a' to 'e', 1, .. ,1ith 1 E)' bc,jn,3 the lo1.,,1ec;t. Total sccir(>.':, f1.r·,0 
c.,(!lE!Clecl frnrn, (l) th(~ bf!ginning of aclrnic:,c,ion (tsieE~k one); 
(2) the end of admission (week two); (3) the end of 
short-term follow-up (week ten); and (4) twci measures from 
1 n n ,3 -~ t to r- rn f o l l o l,J - u p ( s :i >( rn o n t h ·:o ) , ~1 o r· e d e t a i l c~ d s c ci r· Ei <,, u f 
the number cif respcinses for each level on every 
q u e '::, t i o n n ::1 i r· e ;;1 n s 1,1 Ei r· (~ d a r· (:~ g i \/ E: n i n I a b l e ':, '.=> t o 9 , 
~'\-11th(~ f'amilie•~ high(?c,t li~vel <::,cor·e,,, al di•':,chZ'tr·Jc~ 
( l (~ v E! 1 ' a' r· e "· p n n ,, (:! s ) c or· r· E! ':,po n cl (,id ld i t h t h (e 1 o n g -- t El rm 
f o l l o 1,i-- up r' (': c:, u l t ,,, , The 1 o l.,J est 1 e v ci 1 of "· e l f -- off i c ;1 c y r· a t i n g 
('e' responses) either diminished or remained relatively 
constant r• r every family except Fam 0, At week one the 
fath,:,,r lotallc?d 12 'e' r•ecc,ponc,ee, c:1nd 7 r1l '."J 1,.1eekc,, ?\t lhE~ 
l ::1 '"· t d at a po i n t of t ht' t r· eat men l p h ,'t c, Ei I. h r3 i. r ' e' r C! '=· p n n ,-, ri c, 
for al 1 of their aggregate totals, The mothers 'e' 
responses were 11 and 20 for weeks 1 and 5 respectively, At 
t h P l 0 t.,J ('? e I< p o i n t t h (i y h a d r· i. '=· 0 n t o '.? 4 , H e r· b C! l i e f i n 
'nevc:.r·' br0 ing c:onfici(~nt ln rnana•3c~ment <:,ituation<c, h;;1d 
q e n (,i r· a 1 1 <:, E? d , 
Figures J{-)(2,1) and (1 1 1) pr·ovide the~ re•c,ult'.,, for· 
fa mi 1 y f:-1 n1 o t h E! r and fat h E.! r r· e ,,, p e ct i. v C! l y , Th 1>. h i ,9 h (! 0,, t c; c n r· •?. ,; 
fnr responses were the 'b' answers, These increased from 16 
'b' scores were also the highest tallied, increasing from 
18 at week 1 to 23 at week 5, At week 18 Jt was 22 and at 6 
rn o n t h <c, f o l l o 1.J ··- u p i t 1.,J a s 2 '.:i , 8 o t h p a r· Ei n t <c, s h cn,1 i,i d a n i n c r • e B <:, o 
i n t h (", i r· ' v e r· y ' c o n f i d Ei n t a n s 1.,.1 e r s • T h e i t' c o rn m e n t ,,, d u r· i n g 
follw-up at the 10 week point and 6 month point confirmed 
this result, They were not feeling as desperate as they had 
done hefore the program and al times during the inpatient 
pha-=,e 1,.1hen their· child 1.,.1::is difficult to handle~, Both the 
parent•::, fr'orn thic,, f;01rnily Pel'/ the 1/ had lez1r·nt ,;ome hE!lpful 
c::, k j l l c::, i n rn a n a g e rn E.' n t z1 n cl t h E'- c., (·\ u e r· e a r) p l i c <'1 b l e t o rn i:i ~. t 
management situations, 
Th <?. h i g h (J s t c:, c ci r· ~? s:. f o r· t h e f a t h (~ r· i n f a rn i l y 8 1s1 (?. r ':! f o t' 
'c' responses on question one, His 'moderately' confident 
r· e '::, p 1) n ,. e "· d i m i n i ":, h e d f r· n rri 2 6 a t t,J e (2) k o n ,:>. t o l 8 c:t t 1,,J e (':! k '.:) , 
H o , .. J ;, v c 1·· i a t l,.J c; t:! k J (21 t h e y h a d r· i ,,. e n t o ~? 1 a n d a l 6 rn 0 n t h 
fnllot,1-up thi'Y t,,JE;r·(1. '.2f5 ;c:1nd 30, lnter•er:,tinqly, both the 
I'd r· E! n t <, t a "I I< e d o f t h e i n p ::t t i E'l n t p e r· :l r) d a"· h (! i 11 •;J u n h ,::; l p f , .1 l 
a n d r· (,' ~:. i. c:, t C! d '.?, o rn E; n f t h ('; p r· o f E! c, "· i o n ,'t l h e 1 p i n i h c~ i r 1 i t i a 1 
c:.taJC,!<:,, Th,, f":1ther•c, clirn:i.nic,hecl 'c' r•ec:,pun',e", c,uppor·t thi'::,, 
h l l t t h e rn o t h (' I' d i d i, m p I' o v e , b y l ('! '.0 , c, E! r 1 i n g h (~ r· ' ('! ' r .~ c, p o r 1 ,,, e c; , 
H Ei r ' c ' ;::,. n d ' d ' r· E! <::, p o n <:., e ~:. i n c r· e a <:, (,; d a c c o r· d i 11 g l y , 
The fathers responses for family C remained relatively 
stable th1·ou3hDut lhc1 per·ind, [a.ch Df the Jut1cturE\ pninlc:, 
,~ E! 1 c; c t e d p r· o v :l d e cl c:, c o t' e s, t h tt t t,J E\ t' (} v c: r· y s i m i l a r D n a l I 
l e v c; l "· o f s. e ·1 f -- f:! f f :i c .,.:, c y r :ci t i n g , r h (J m o t h E'- r c, <,, c o r· (• '::, d :i. d s h o 1 .•J 
c, om CJ. c ha n g () ·,::. , He r· ' b j I' E! s p o 11 c:; e c, 1 n c r (~ a ':', c~ cl d u r· i n '.3 t h e 1 0 
tJ e (~ I:: p r o g r· rirn f r· o In 2 S t o 2 9 , H o ,,,Ho v e r· , a t 6 m o n t h f o ·1 l o 1,J -· u p 
h1:ir• ; h' t'Ei~:.pon',,E!", had d.imini \0,hE>.d o:::.ubc,tanyinl l y to 17 at1d 
1 6 • T h i ,::, m e a n t. E1 n i n c r· e a c:, (' i n ' a ' r· e c, p o n <:, e c:, • ~; h r~ l,.J 21 c, 
feeling even more efficacious in management, 
R Ei <:, u 1t '=· f o r· t h E~ m ed. h i2. r· i n f a rn i l y E ( F i g u n,. 3 E ( 2 , J) ) 
i.llustr·ate that at the l('l 1.,1c1r"-k per·icid ~;he l,J<ts still 
experiencing a 'honeymoon' effect of the treatment program, 
Her· belief in being effective in rnanagerncrnt hHd ",nb(~t'ecl ;::d 
6 month fol1Dl,J·-up and had r·eturn(~d to a higher lE!VE\l th;:1n 
the l,.J,iek l m,~a'::,ure, Irnpor'tantlYi <:,he did not r·eport any 'd' 
Dr· ' E~ 1 rep on<=, e ':, , ::=; h l'.-l ,.,.las fee 1 i. n g ' rn oder· at e 1 y; con f' i dent or· 
better·. 
Comparing each of these families provides some useful 
i n for rn at i on t o d r a 1,.1 so m (, t en ta t i v e con c 1 u '.; i on<:, • Th(:! t. 1,1 Ct 
main points worth noting are : 
1 • a n i n c r· e .3 '=· (' i n h i ·3 h e r· l e v e 1 ' a ' '=· c o r· e s a t ' d i "· c h a r •.J e ' , 
c:01npar·ed 1,.1i th the '8dm i <:,':, i Dri' pha-=:,(~ '',C:Dr· ~•0,, c,(~f:!tfl":, ;:1 ·,:ic,ud 
i n d i ca 1. o 1·· D f l o 1·1 •J - t (' r· rn rn ;,1 i r, I e r1 .:, n 1. u r:i f' 111 a ri :-:i ·.J (~ 111 er I I. 
sel r-effico:1cy: 
2 • a n i n c r· e a s E, i n 1 o 1,1 e r·· 1 ,.:,. v (j l <:, l:: o r e '=· a t ' d i '=· c h a r' ·3 e • , 
c o m p a r· e. d 1,J i t h t h e ' a d ro i "· c, i o n ' p h a. s (~ , rr1 a y i n d i c: a t. (~ ~' ci Cl r· 
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FhTHER -- r-,ND MOTHER 
QUESTION= 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 3A( 1 # 1) 
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LEVELS OF SELF-EFFICACY 
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0 I I 
FATHER= 1 ANO MOTHER= 2 
QUESTION= 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 3A(2, 1) 
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LEVELS OF SELF-EFFICACY 
























FATHER - 1 AND MOTHER= 2 
QUESTION - 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 3B( 1, 1) 
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FATHER - 1 AND MOTHER - ? 
QUESTION= 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 38(2, 1) 
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LEVELS OF SELF-EFFICACY 


























FATHER - 1 AND MOTHER - 2 
QUESTION= 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 3C(1, 1) 


















LEVELS OF SELF-EFFICACY 


























FATHER= 1 AND MOTHER - 2 
QUESTION - 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 3C(2 1 1) 
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LE\iELi:; OF SELF-EFF I C,'.1.CV 
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0 I I 
FATHER= ANO MOTHER= 2 
QUESTION= 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 3D( 1, 1) 
ADMISSION IDISCHARGEI FOLLOW-UP 
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LEVELS OF SELF-EFFICACY 
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FATHER - 1 AND MOTHER - 2 
QUESTION= 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 30(2, 1) 


































10 - (J, 
0 
FATHER= 1 AND MOTHER - 2 
QUESTION= 1 OR 2, 
FIGURE 3E(2, 1) 




















LEVELS OF SELF-EFFICACY 
I 
Q TIIU S: UM I: LHUI IF SUF-lffltltl 
IIIUIIN 1, FITIU(I) INI Mfflll(Z) 
0 b 
I 2 I 2 
TIME 
1 II 1 13 13 
2 15 12 Ii 16 
3 ' 12 " 16 
4 15 G 11 15 
5 6 14 22 14 
6 0 12 22 19 
1 0 13 24 19 
8 1 14 19 11 
' 4 9 27 22 10 1 10 23 20 
11 0 10 17 16 


































































































































(3 JIIU I: HM I: CINFll(NC( PIIJIUS 
IIUTIIN I, FlllH(I) IHI MITIH(2) 
I b t d e 
TIM£ I I 2 I 2 I 2 1 2 1 2 
I , I I 1 .. 15 8 ,a I 7 .. I 20 
2 --- --- ---"! ~== --- --- --- --- --- ---
I 
3 1 0 3 5 26 6 6 6 3 23 
.. 1 1 2 2 25 8 g 18 2 II 
5 2 2 0 1 28 9 7 7 2 21 
6 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
I I I I 
7 --- 0 --- 2 --- " --- g --- 25 I I I I I 
8 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
9 0 0 4 3 14 9 17 • 4 22 
10 1 0 4 2 19 9 12 8 3 21 
II 0 u 3 3 18 12 14 13 .. 12 
I I] lll!lll 5: CINTINIH 
• b C d 8 
I TIME I 1 2 1 2 I 2 1 2 1 2 
12 a a 3 3 17 12 17 12 2 13 
13 a II 3 10 20 11 12 11 4 a 
14 --- 0 --- 12 --- 14 --- 10 --- 4 
15 8 0 .. ' 20 12 II 12 4 7 16 0 8 3 .. 22 11 11 12 3 7 
17 0 0 II 8 12 10 18 15 6 7 
18 --- --- --- ---- .............. --- --- --- ---
" II 0 3 8 20 12 14 16 2 4 20 a a 3 a 21 16 12 a 3 B 
21 0 a 2 1 21 14 12 17 4 2 
f/U 0 0 2 7 28 13 8 12 I 8 
f/U II 0 2 8 30 15 6 8 1 9 
[l lllll l : HM C : Ullll IF IEU-HFICICf 
llllTIIN I, flllH(I) INI MITIH(2) 
I b C d ; 
I TIME I I 2 I 2 I 2 ' 2 1 2 
I ' D ID 14 13 24 1 2 1 0 
2 13 0 IO 25 1 13 8 2 2 0 
3 16 0 11 24 4 14 6 2 3 0 
4 19 0 8 25 7 14 6 1 0 0 
5 22 0 1 26 6 13 5 I 0 0 
6 24 D 1 21 a 12 I 1 0 0 
1 --- 0 --- 30 --- 10 --- 0 --- 0 
I 25 0 4 21 9 II 2 1 0 0 
' 25 0 6 28 8 11 I 1 0 0 
10 21 0 9 30 9 9 I I 0 0 
11 24 0 6 29 6 9 4 2 0 0 
I lJ TIIU l : tlNTINIH I 
I b C d e 
I TIME I 1 2 I 2 I 2 1 2 1 2 
12 21 0 6 28 1 11 6 1 0 0 
u 25 0 6 28 5 11 6 I 0 0 
... 21 • 8 29 6 10 5 1 0 0 
15 20 0 8 30 6 10 6 0 0 0 
16 --- --- --- --- --- --- _,._ --- --- ---
17 23 0 6 I 2, 7 II .. I a o I o 
18 --- --- --- ...... --- --- --- --- --- ---
19 I I --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ..... --- .. _. I I I 
28 --- ...... --- --- .... --- --- --- --- _.,._ 
I I I 21 --- --- --- ....... --- --- --- --- --- ---
F/U 19 17 9 8 8 13 4 2 0 0 
F/U 20 " 10 13 1 10 3 I 0 0 
1 07 
•mu I : HM I - LH(U IF lllf-lffltntt 
IIIHTIIN 1, ffflll(I) INI MfflH(:0 
I It t 41 0 
TIME I I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 
I I ' I --- --- --- --- --- --... --- --- --- ---I 
2 
I l l • 5 1 1 • 9 5 11 12 II 
3 
I 
6 • • 6 12 1 6 9 • 10 
4 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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SECTION THREE : The analysis of management 
self-efficacy requires comparison of self-efficacy ratings 
with behavioural performance ratings completed for the 
child by the parents and staff. Data was not satisfactorily 
c: o rn p l e t e d b y t. h e p r i m .a r y t h e r· a p i s l s o n e i t h e r· t h e RB P C c, r· 
the VAS, However, the parents all completed a satisfactory 
proportion of the data, 
Table 10 provides the results from calculated 
(measurement on visual analogue) targel behaviour scores 
f or· each tJ e e k o f t h e f o c u '=· ch i l d ' 'c', t. r· eat rn e n t , D at a t,J a s 
incomplete for· all families dur·in·::i the 1.,Jeeks 6 to 1(1, Fc1m E 
did not complete the requir·ernents, Each tar·gel. behaviour· 
measurement was scored out of a possible 100 and then 
averaged across al 1 the behaviours score(refer Lu 
Appendix), This provided a general behavioural 
quantification of the child's 1,Jeekly per·for·rnar1Cf;, Th,J. M~iF. 
c o 1 u rn n s r' e f e r· t o t o t a 1 "'· c o I' e s p r o v i d e d o n p ;) 9 i~ l h r· e () o f l h e 
MSE questionnaire which required parenls Lo rate their 
self-efficacy f'ot' the target behaviours, ~1ost farnili~~,; 
recorded scores for 5 target behaviours per week, These 
specific self-efficacy J'atings for' the tar'gel behaviD111·s 
resulted in fairly stable evaluatlons across time even if 
the behavioural evaluations fluctuated, Self-efficacy from 
Fam D continued to drop over the five weeks parallel with 
the behavioural evaluations, The response scores from the 
MSE by the father of Fam B also dropped considerably from 
20 to 14, It is difficult to evaluate these trends because 
of the limited information available on the management 
l 1 1 
experiences of the parents, and the measurements are 
generalised behaviour evaluations corresponding over a 
period of a week, while the MSE evaluations are specific lo 
the time thy were completed, 
A cloc::.er· look at the illustr·ated dala support.·::, the. 
initial asc::,umption that specific and discretE.i behaviour·al 
and corresponding self-efficacy ratings are very difficult 
to interpret, However, there are some points worth noting, 
Firstly, as shown in figures 5 A, C and D target 
behaviour·al measur·e<:=, on the ~)AS t,Jer(~ VE!r·y si111ilar· for both 
of the parents in each family, Secondly, scores on the MSE 
and VAS often corresponded, for instance figures 4A and SA 
indicate that these parent<::, L.Je1·e aver·aging ;3bout. a 'b' 
response for the five target behaviours recorded, Their MSE 
ratings a1·e in the 15 to 20 range, Their· r·ecor·di11'JS for· thEi 
target behaviour<::, are in the 40 to 60 r·ange, Fan1 D shot,1 
this correspondence to, but their scores on the MSE anJ VAS 
at·e lot,.1e1·, This is to be e>(pected after lhe ana.lysis of the 
total MSE scores in section one, 
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FIGURE 4 A : MSE SCORES FOR FAM A. 
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FIGURE 4D : MSE SCORES FOR FAM D. 
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FIGURE 5D : TARGET BEHAVIOURS FOR FAM D. 
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In Tables 11 and 12 the results from the RBPC are 
presented, The check] ists provide a more thorough 
assessment of a wider range of behaviours, Answering of the 
RBPC also provided a specific evaluation of behavinur, not 
a gene,,al l'etr·ospective one, The scor·es, though incorripletr~, 
indicate some important trends in the behaviour analysls, 
Parent':. from Fam A, B and C perceived thei1' their· chi 1 d's 
behaviour as impr·oving over· time, and espocially on lhEi 
higher sub-scores (i,e,conducl disorder and allention 
deficit), Fam D scored a higher evaluation on lhe checkl isl 
at discha1'ge compared to adrni':,':,ion, This is con':.i<:,l12.nt tdilh 
the other behavioural findings on the VAS, 
F o 1 1 o 1.,; i n g o n f r o m t h i s , t h e c o m p a r· i. s o t 1 b e l t,1 e e n p a r dd ~. 
evaluations of their self-efficacy in manageing their child 
and the trends in behavioural analysis, some tentative 
conclusions can be reached, 
1, Child behavioural performance covaries with total MSE 
scores over time, This is only indicated with the more 
global behaviour'al measure (RBPC). 
2, An increase in the severity of the managed problems will 
covar·y l,Jith a 101.,Jer·ing of self-efficacy, The decline in 
self-efficacy score seemed to be assentuated during 
inpatient tr·eatrnent due to high e:<pectation<.:, of outco1ne, 
3, A decrease in the severity of the management problems 
wil 1 covary with an increase in self-efficacy rating, If 
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the child's behaviour improved during the inpatient period, 
the parents often experienced a drop in self-efficacy 
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CHAPTER FOUR - DISCUSSION 
At t empt i n g research i n an i n pat i en t u n i t , such as 1,,1 a rd 
2 4 , 1,1 a s a c h a l l e n g i n g t a s k , 0 u e t o t h e o c c u p a t i o n a l a n d 
therapeutic demands of the program, it was always going to 
be difficult trying to engage staff and parents, However, 
the staff and parents who participated in this resedrch 
p1~oject p1~ovided <:, • me ver'Y valuable infor·rncdion buth in the 
c o m p 1 e t i n •J o f t h e q u e s t. i o n n a i r e s 8 n d i n t h e d i s c u ':', <:, i o 1 , u f 
their experiences t,1hile involv(~d in 1.he progr·am, The 
results and conclusions are limited due to the difficulty 
in engaging subjects and maintaining their compliance 
during the data collection period, 
Interviews and discussions with lhe parent(s) involved 
in the research study address some important issues, 
C l ear, l y , e a c h f anti l y i <:, d e a l i n g i n t e n <:, e l y lJ i t h t h e i r o l,1 n 
psychological well-being and began the Ward 24 program 
under consider·able <:,t.1~ess, They 1.JerE.\ all needy familiE\S, 
wanting support and assistance in the management of Lheir 
children (child), This was demonstrated with the high 
non-compliance rate of subjects, who dealt with extremely 
demanding (:Hnotinal issue<:, such as ince<:,t, alcoholi·:=,rn and 
problem drinking behaviour·, phy'=,ical abu<:,e of the child :111d 
depres':,ion, 
Al 1 the parents expressed their confusion relating to 
what they saw as a sudden change in the program al the end 
of five weeks, The primary therapist, after being daily 
i n v o l v e d 1,Ji t h t h e c h i l d d u r i n g t h e 5 1.,.ie e k i n p a t i e n t p e r i o d 1 
l 2 1 
was more difficult to contact and less available durin3 the 
5 week follow-up, Al times, the short-term intervention 
pr·og1'am appear·ed to be~ limiting for the families (i,e, they 
t~i a n t e d t o e >:: p e r i e m c e m o r· e r· p i d c h a n g E.i s i n t h e i r c h i l d l a n cl 
this experience is well supported by the fact thal three 
families (of the five analy-:,edl are continuing tJit.h 
long-term professional support, 
As the structure of ihe program changed from inpatient 
to outpatient so the parents perceptions of their child's 
behaviour changed, Inpatient and oupalient phases of the 
pr· o gr· am lJ er· e v er· y d i ff er· en t. e ><per· i enc es for· E.i a ch fa rrii 1 y , 
Once the 5 week follol-.J-up period began, the pdr'Pnts fell 
like they were having to start again, Al the 6 month 
follm,J-up for· the r·esearch, lhe l,Jar·d 24 pr'og1'arn seemed lil(e 
a s ma 1 1 par· t of a rn u ch b i g g er· e ><per i enc E! f o r· a l 1 t h Ei 
'p a r· e n t s , L i f e a f t e r· ld a r· d 2 4 t,.1 a ':, r· e p o r· t e d t c1 have r· em a i r 1 e d 
challenging, demanding and often a str·uggle, 
Gladly, most of the parents expressed a growing sense of 
control and confidence, helped immeasurably by the 
professional input of the Ward 24 staff, It is not possible 
to quantify this experience, but they often described a 
sense of 'distancing' fr'om the issues and conflicl':,i ctn 
increased objective attitude to the family problems, This 
can be directly attributed to a number of important 
learning experiences they obtained during the short-term 
program, 
Fir·stly, pr·actice of •Juidelines and c:on':,equencr~<:. in lhf\ 
home and the implementation of a str·uc:tur-ed r'E\gime of 
discipl inr:! ba<c,ed on classical and operanl behavio11r 
modification principles, Secondly, modeling through the 
ob'::,er·vation of staff handling difficult '::,ituation<:, t,1ilh 
children on the ward, 
Thirdly, becoming more aware of alternative methods of 
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h an d l i n g p r o b l e m '=· • Th i s av o i d e cl f r· u s l r a t i o n c:1 n d .::::1 n •:J e r· 1 .• .1 i t h 
the focus child, Kno1Jing \,.Jhat to e>(pect, hol..1 to c.1ct, 
enabled them to feel in control and manage their child with 
increased confidence, 
Self-efficacy theory is helpful in explaining this 
phenomena of increased confidence in coping with child 
management situations, The numerous experiences provided by 
the Ward 24 program enhanced the individual's personal 
self-efficc:1cy, though at times they fluctuated durin•:,i the 
inpatient phase, and inc,~ea<:,ed afte,~ di<:,char·ge as t.hey 
familiarised themselves with their child again, 
Persislence, in the face of low mood or a 'had week' 
occurr·ed, because the families 1.Jer·i?. developing consistent, 
structu,~ed management guidelines, ln I.he face of conl.inUcll 
failure it was possible to observe a deterioration in their 
persistence and therefore, confidence, One family 
rel inguished their management responsibi 1 itie<c,, 
During the inpatient period of treatment all the 
parents attributed any changes in their child's behaviour 
to the program and staff involved in management, This 
example of an environment-referent expectation changed 
du r i n g t he sh or· t - t er· m f o l l ow-up , The parent <:, began t he 
ful 1-1.ime task of management again, and star·ted lo 
attribute their child's changes as self-referent 
e><pectat.ions, Leaniing fort.hr= parents 1Jas pr'f~dominantlv 
vicarious for the first 5 weeks, but then became 
performance based as they experienced successful executions 
of management, Situations of difficult management developed 
p er s ever e n c e . The par- e n t '=· l,J e r e ma I< i n g s e l f ·-co r· r e c t i v e 
adjustments from performance feedback, 
Data obtain,?d fr-om the par-ent'::, on the "it:-,~; indicated 
that self-efficacy can be quite independent from specific 
behavioural evaluations of target behaviours, Confidence in 
child management is influenced by other things such as 
the maritBl r-elationship, feelings of well-beinq and a 
variety of causal attr·ibutions, Ov(~r-al 1 par-enl ma11a•3e1ne11t 
self-efficacy seems to be closely influenced by two thir1gs: 
1, increased knowledge and skills on how to handle 
difficult situations, 
2, outcome expectations of professional help, 
The two variables focused on in this research were a 
measure of parent management self-efficacy during a 
treatment program and the corresponding measures of the 
focus child's behaviour, as perceived by the parents, The 
i m p l i c a t i o n t,J a s t h a t ma n a g e m e n t o f c h i l ,,fr e n r- e q u i r- e s '=- k i 1 l '=· 
and abilities, An individual judges their effectiveness in 
performing management tasks, The result of successful 
parent management was perceiving improvement in their 
child's behaviour-, Fr-orn the hypothe'::,e'::, sugges·t ed ear-1 ier' it 
was concluded that their is a relationship experienced 
between management self-efficacy and child behavioural 
perfor·mance, and that succe<::,s on a task '.Jill lend to 
enhance self-efficacy if the person believes they were 
involved in the change, 
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Hot,iever, it is difficult to make any dd'initi\/e 
conclusions to this study, Tentative conclusions are 
suggested in explaining the data obtained, Further 
exploration of such issues, for example, as pareni 
managEimenl and confidence in abl 1 it.y, percept ions oF' 
self-efficacy changes over t.ime, inpatii~nt. ver·st1s 
outpatient tr·eatment opt.ions and the question of 
subject/treatment fit, and parent evaluation of behavioural 
performance during treatment, are recommended, Evaluations 
of expensive and time consuming programs such as Ward 24 
are paramount. 
Furthermore, the instrumentation used for the sludy 
requires some refinement, The MSE was considered to be to 
lengthy by all parents, If it had been shorter some of the 
n o n - c o m p 1 i a n t f am i l i e <.:, ma y h B v e c o o p e r a t e d , T h e r· e 1,,.1 e r· e 
examples of behaviours on the questionnaire that were not 
applicable to the focus child, These may have been 
unneccessary for a self-efficacy evaluation, Behavioural 
and self-efficacy evaluation needs to correspond more 
closEily, especially the detail of parent management 
experiences during the treatment phases, The language of 
the questionnaire needs to be simplified, Some 
non-compliant families found the questionnaire liter-ally 
daunting. 
12':, 
Interpretation of the RBPC is tentative, Quay and 
Peterson suggest a conservative interpretation of the 
scores, A score Two (or greater) standard deviations from 
the mean is required to be considered clinically 
meaningful. Fam A, 8 and C recorded high in Conduct 
Disorder and Attention Deficit groupings close to 2 S,D, 
from the clinical mean, Fam D scores noticeably increased 
after the inpatient phase, In retr·D':',pect, the<:.,:~ rr?':,uli':, 
supp or· t the hypotheses ~. u g ',Fi::, t_ in g a co var· i ;:in l r o 1 al i or1 ~"hip 
between child behavioural performance and parenls 
perceptions of their management self-effi~acy, 
In conclusion, this study has provided valuable 
clinical and research experience, The task of combining the 
ideals of research and investigation with the reality of 
peoples lives remains a hurdle for any researcher, It also 
provides valuable information during the process, 
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PARENT MANAGEMENT SELF-EFFICACY 
Listed below are situations that you 1nay experience os patents, Please 
answer every quflstion, 
we would like to know: 
(1) Uow confident would you be in dealing with each of these 
situations? 
a always confident 
b very confident 
sometimes confident 
d seldom confident 
e never confident 
(2) How confident are you that you can cope with each of these 











( l) ( 2) 
Nhen your child is restless and cannot sit still. 
When your child is disruptive and tends to annoy others. 
When your child is boisterous and rowdy. 
When your child cries for minor annoyances and hurts, 
When your child is socially withdrawn, 
When your child demonstrates a short attention span, 
When your child is fighting others. 
When your child has a temper tantrum. 
When your child has bad companions. 
When your child is disobedient. 
APPENDIX ONE; 
Questions 
( 1) ( 2) 
ll. When your child is depressed and unhappy. 
12, When your child is uncooperative. 
13. When your child is active and 'always on the go, ' 
14, When your child is enuretic and wets the bed, 
15, When your child is getting picked on at School, 
16. When your child enjoys being with you. 
17, When your child has physical ailments and/or handicaps. 
18. Nhen your child has difficulty commonicating with others. 
19, When your child shouts to get attention, 
20, When your child swears and abuses you, 
2l. When your child wants to be entertained by you, 
22, When your child is difficult at the meal table, 
23. When your child is unaffectionate and avoids kissing/hugging you. 
24, When your child cheats and/or is dishonest. 
25, When your child is disinterested in things around him/her. 
26, When your child chews on inedible things, 
27. When your child steals or abuses others' property, 
28, When your child runs away from your discipline. 
29. When your child soils his/her pants and/or is encopretic, 
30. When your child is shy and easily embarrassed, 
31. When your child steals from other people. 
32. When your child is absentminded and forgets simple things easily, 
33, When your child is selfish and does not share things, 
34, When your child cannot resist leaving your side. 
35. When your child gives up easily and lacks perseverance. 
36. When you are feeling under pressure, 
37, When you want to relax. 
38, When you do not feel good about yourself, 
39, i1hen your punishment seems ineffective. 









PARENT MANAGEMENT SELF-EFFICACY 
Continuation of Questionnaire adding described target behaviours from the 
visual analogue scale, e.g. eating at meal table. 
Questions 
APPENDIX ONE 











Record daily number of visits to Ward 24 and involvement with 
staff, Estimate the amount of time spent in½ hour blocks, 














e ,g. Hon 13th 1 hr 3 hr 0 1 hr 5 hr 
APPENDIX 'H!O 
REVISED. BEHAVIOR":P.ROBLEM,CHECKLIST 
1. Restless; unable to sit still •.....•. , ••..• , ........ , ...•..• , • , • , • . . • • • • . 0 1 2 
; 2. Seeks attention; "shows-off" •.. , .. ·. , .•••.•••••....••••. , ·• . • • . . . • • • • 0 1 2 
3. Stays out late at night .. , .. , •.•. , ••••••••. , •• , , ••. , , , •••• , ••• , • . • • 0 1 2 
4. Self-conscious; easily embarrassed ·• • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • O 1 2 
5. Disruptive; annoys and bothers others . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . • . O 1 2 
6. Feels inferior ............... , . . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 0 1 2 
7. Steals In company with others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .0 1 2 
8. Preoccupied; "In a world of his own;" stares Into space . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 1 2 
9. Shy, bashful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
10. Withdraws; prefers solitary activities ... , .......•.... , _;.' . • . . . . . . . . . . . • 0 1 2 
11. Belongs lo a gang ..........................•.•..•. ·. . . . . . . . . . . • . . O 1 2 
12. Repetitive speech; says same thing over and over . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
13. Short attention span; poor concentration ............ , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
14. Lacks self:confidence ............• : • . . . • . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . O 1 2 
15. Inattentive to what others say ..................•.......... ; . . • . . . . . 0 1 2 
16. Incoherent speech, what Is said doesn't make sense ....•........•.•.... 0 1 2 
17. Fights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ... . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
18. Loyal to delinquent friends ................•............. , . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
19. Has temper tantrums ................. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . O 1 2 
20. Truant from school, usually In company with others . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
21. Hypersensitive; feelings are easily hurt . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
22. Generally fearful; anxious . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
23. Irresponsible, undependable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
24. Has "bad" companions, ones who are always In some kind of trouble . . . • 0 1 2 
25. Tense, unable to relax ............... · .... , ................... , . . . . . 0 1 2 
26. Disobedient; dlfllcull to control .......•..•..•..... , ... , . . . . . . . . • . . . . 0 1 2 
27. Depressed; always sad ....... ·.. . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
28. Uncooperative In group situations ........................ ; . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
29. Passive, suggestible; easily led by others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 1 2 
30. Hyperactive; "always on the go" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
31. Dlslraclible; easily diverted from the task at hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . 1 2 
32. Destructive In regard to own and/or other's property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . o 1 2 
33. Negative; tends to do the opposite of what Is requested ...•......... ; . . O 1 2 
34. Impertinent; talks back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 1 2 
35. Sluggish, slow moving, lethargic .....................•.••. , . . . . . . . . . O 1 2 
36 1 Drowsy; not "wide awake" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
37. Nervous, jittery, Jumpy; easily startled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
38. Irritable, hot-tempered; easily angered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
39. Expresses strange, far-fetched Ideas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 1 2 
40. Argues; quarrels ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 0 1 2 
41. Sulks and pouts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
42. Persists and nags; can't lake "no" for an answer . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
43. Avoids looking others in the eye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 0 1 2 
44. Answers without stopping to think . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
45. Unable lo work Independently; needs constant help and attention . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
46. Uses drugs in company with others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
47. Impulsive; starts before understanding what lo do; doesn't stop and think . . 0 1 2 
48. Chews on Inedible things ............................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
49. Tries lo dominate others; bullies, threatens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 2 
50. Picks al other ·children as a way of gelling their attention; seems to want to 
relate but doesn't know how . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . o 2 
51. Steals from people outside the home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 2 
2 
(please turn over) 
APPENDIX TWO 
52. Expresses bellers that are clearly untrue (deluslons) ..............•.•.. 0 1 2 
53. Says nobody loves him or her ..................................... . 0 1 2 
54. Freely admits disrespect for moral values and laws ................... . 0 1 2 
55. Brags and boasts .............................................•.. 0 1 2 
• 56. Slow and not accurate In doing things ...................•........... 0 1 2 
57. Shows little Interest In things around him or her ................. ', ..•.• 0 1 2 
56. Does not finish things; gives up easily; lacks perseverance ............. . 0 1 2 
59, Is part or a group that rejects school activities such as team sports, clubs, 
projects to help others ......................................... . 0 1 2 
60. Cheats ........................................................ . 0 1 2 
61. Seeks company or older, "more experienced" companions ............. . 0 1 2 
62. Knows what's going on but is listless and uninterested ................ . 0 1 2 
63. Resists leaving mother's (or other caretaker's) side ................... . 0 1 2 
64. Dirllcully In making choices; can't make up mind ..................... . 0 1 2 
65. Teases others ......................................... , .•....... 0 1 2 
66. Absentminded; rorgets simple things easily .......................... . 0 1 2 
67. Acts like he or she were much younger; Immature, "childish" .......... . 0 1 2 
68. Has trouble rollowlng directions ................................... . 0 1 2 
69. WIii lie to protect his rriends ...................................... . 0 1 2 
70. Arrald to try new things for rear or railure ........................... . 0 1 2 
71. Selrish; won't share; always takes the biggest piece .................. . 0 1 2 
72. Uses alcohol In company with others , . , ............................ . 0 1 2 
73. School work is messy, sloppy ..................................... . 0 1 2 
74. Does not respond to praise rrom, adults ...........................•.• 0 1 2 
75. Not liked by others; Is a "loner" because or aggressive behavior ........ . 0 1 2 
76. Does not use language to communicate ............................ . 0 1 2 
77. Cannot stand to wait; wants everything right now ..................... . 0 1 2 
78. Refuses to take directions, won't do as told ......................... . 0 1 2 
79. Blames others; denies own mistakes ............................... . 0 1 2 
80. Admires and seeks to associate with "rougher" peers ................. . 0 1 2 
81. Punishment doesn't arrect his or her behavior ........•............... 0 1 2 
62. Squirms, fidgets ................................................ . 0 1 2 
83. Dellberalely cruel to others ....................................... . 0 1 2 
84. Feels he or she can't succeed .................................... . 0 1 2 
85. Tells Imaginary things as though true; unable to tell real from Imagined .. . 0 1 2 
86. Does not hug and kiss members of family; affectlonless •............... 0 1 2 
67. Runs away; Is truant from home ................................... . 0 1 2 
88. Openly admires people who operate outside the law .................. . 0 1 2 
89. Repeats what Is said to him or her; "parrots" others' speech ........... . 0 1 2 
CD SA AP AW PB ME 
Raw Score ........ . 
T Score .......... . 
3 
AP:FEI\TDIX TWO 
Date ____________ _ 
FORM II 
SCORE SHEET FOR REVISED BEHAVIOR PROBLEM CHECKLIST (RBPC). 
I CONDUCT DISORDER II SOCIALIZED AGGRESSION III ATTENTION DEFICIT 
2 3 13 
5 7 15 --
17 11 __ 23 __ 
19 18 29 -- --
26 20 31 --
28 24 35 -- --
33 __ 46 36 --
34 51 44 
38 54 45 --
40 59 47 -- --
41 60 56 
42 61 58 --
49 __ 69 __ 66 --
50 -- 72 -- 67 __ 
55 80 68 -- --
65 __ 87 73 







IV ANXIETY-WI111DRAWAL V PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR VI MOTOR EXCESS 
4 12 1 -- --
6 16 25 -- --
9 -- 39 __ 30 
14 52 37 --
21 85 82 --









I DIAGNOBTIC CRI'l'E!lIA IJY PAflEN'rAL /\ND/OR l'/\TilsNT HEPOR'l' /\tlD 
DY FlHST IIAJID 0Bfi8HVATION ( to Im filled in by uo;n(m:Hll') 
O, = not true ,., 
1 no more than most children of hia/h&l' at,e · 
2 = true (except where otherwise stated, "reportod 11 symptoms to have been prencnt 


























2 distinct nppcti.te change for at least two weeks 
2 · distinct weight" change for at least two weeks 
2 very easily distrnctable 
2 tends to be violent t·owards property and even people 
2 unrealistic worry Rbout harm to or separation from parent -
fi5ures (for at least two weeks) 
2 unable to relax I very tense 
2 no intereot/pleasure fn friends or group activities 
2 ·temper tfrn trums 
2 unresponsive to other people since before age 2 1/2 
·2 unexplained panic attacks arid/or catastrophic reactions 
2 pec\llinr movements r>nd/or pc,r.it.urinr, , 
2 mentnlly retarded (psychologiot's assess~ont) 
2 chane,~ in sleep pattern for at least two e1eeks 
2 very innttentive - doesn't seem to listen 
2 dishonest (stealing, lyine) 
2 peraistent school refusal for at least two weeks 
2· very self-conrrnious, easily embarrass!!d 
2 avoidance of con tnctr,, even same ae;e-r;roup I au tside family 
2 provocative I ner;a ti via tic and disobedien.t behaviour 
2 peculiar speech patterns since before age· 2 1/2 
· 2 resistanc2 to change with insistence on dai1y 1·0\1tines 
(e.g. clothing rituals) · 
2 preoccupied, "in a world of his own". 
2 has sir,nificant h,eRring problems (by medical as,;essment) 
2 apathetic; no interest or pleasure in activitieR or hobbies 
for at least two weeks 
0 1 
0 1 






















0 1 2 
0 .-1 2 
very impulsive - can't wait - acts without i;hittl·,ing O ·1 
subHtance abuse (e.r;. alcohol, drugs, Jletrol or r;lue sniffing) O 1 
0 1, 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
,0 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 · 2 
0 1 ·2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
(j 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 2 






































refuses to· sleep without pa.rent-figure present ( for at least 0 
two weeks) 
preoccupied with own lack of competence O 1 
defective language development before age 2 1/2 0 1 
over or undersensitive to ordinary senHations O 1 
hears thinr,s (e,i;, voices) that are not present (hallucinates O 1 
clu~1sy; nwkwarrl; 1ioo1• muscular coord.ina tion O 1 
no energy at all fo1• at least two weeks O 1 
overly active; .constantly reotless·or "on the!:"" o· 1 
runs away from school and/or home O 1 
frequent nirhtmr,res for at lenst two·weoko O 1 
cxcem1ive need for renssurance O 1 
odd renponse to or strange .attachments to things around O 1 
hilll/her since before ar;e 2 1/2 
mutilatP" self (e.e. hittinr; and bitinr; self; ban(';ing hend) O 1 
odd biz;:n'r'e ideas; heliefo not a·c:cor'ding with realf~ilusions) 0 1 
intense fear of fatness, even when very thin O 1 
stutters O 1 
nt least two· weeks' lack of concentration O 1 
cannot keep .. f~iends over six Months O 1 
physical symptoms on schooldnys (e,e, headaches, stomnchaches O 1 
at least· two weeks) 
incoherence, hal'd to make sense of whn t' child is m1yinr; 
outs non-nutritive substances 
weto his/her pcrnts and/or bed rer,ularly 
self reproach, feelings of worthlessness for nt leiist two 
weeks 
shows no remorse nor sense of guilt nor conce~, for others 
(even his/her companions) . 
~hysicnl complaints (o,g, headaches1 stomach aches), with 
no clear phsical bnsis, for at leaot two weeks 
shdnks excessively from contnct with stranr,ers only 
binge-eating with vomiting and/ or a tomachachc 
sleepwalks repeatedly · . 
idens of death or suicide for at lenst two weeks 
soils his/her pan ts or elsewhere frequently 
has repetitive, rapid I purposeless movements ( tics) 








































































Name of Reporter ___ ...__________ Name of Observer __________ _ 
o-;;:; not true 
1 =·no more than most children of his/her age 
2 true (except where otherwise stated, "reported:' symptoms to have been present 
fo1· at lenst 6/12) 
·' 
PREADMISSIO~J 
WIIRD 2l1 CflJLD /\ND F/\l·IJLY UNIT 
Dt-:llAV!OUR l?ROllLEH Cl!F:CKLIST 
Child' a !lame ___________________ _,,o"""".t"'e'---------
l'leaoe indicate which of the following conotitute problems, so far as your 
citild is concerned nt the present t:lme, 
"' 'O !:! rl 
~ :E 
0 1 
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ri' l 











































If an item is not a proble.:n, circle the zero; 
If an item io -;;-;;;"nd problem, circle the one; 
If an item is a severe problem, circle the two, 
Please cor.iplete every item. 
1. Oddness, bizarre bi,havior. 
2. Res tleasness, :tnability to s_i.t ,; tlll • 
3, Attentlon-scel:ing, "show-off" behavior. 
4, Stayn out late.at night, 
5, Docon 1 t know.how to have fun; behaves like a little adult. 
6, Self-consciousness; easily embar.rnssed. 
7, Fixed e;:pression, lack OF emotional reactivity, 
8, D_isruptiveness; tendency to ,mnoy and bother others, 
9, ·•Feeling,; oT inferiority. 
· 10, Steals in company with others, 
11, Boisterousness, rowdiness, 
12, Crying over minor annoyanceo nnd hurts. 
13. Preoccupation; "in a world of: his o\m 11 , 
l/1, Shyness, bashfulness, 
15. Social. withdrawal, preferierlce for solitary activities, 
16, Dislike for school, 
17, Jealousy over attention paid other children, 
18, Belor:r,n to n go.ng. 
19, Repetitive speech. 
· 20,_ Short attention spnn, 
21, Lack of: self-confidence. 
22. Innttentivenetl{l to what others say. 
23, Easily flustered nnd confused, 
24. Incoherent speech, 
25. Fighting. 
26, Loyal° ·to delinquent friends. 
27, Temper tantruns, 
28, Reticem~e, necrctive.nc,is, 
29. Truancy from school. 
'30. Hypersensitivity; feelings easily hurl:, 
31. Laziness in school and in perf.c:»:manc·e of other t:rnko. 
.32, Anxiety, chronic general fearfulness,' 
33. . lrresponsib ility, undependab ility. 
...-34, Excessive daydreaming, · · 
35: · Masturb4tion •. 
36,; Has bad companions •. 
37, • .'.Fens ion, inability to relax. 
38,. · Disobedtence, difficulty in disciplin:1ry control. 
39~ Deprcsslon, Cln:onic sadncris • _. · · · · 
40, Uncoopcr:1tiveneus in group situntions, 
Ill, Aloofness, social rcnc,rve, · 
q2, Passivity; suggc,stibility; _easily lecl by othc,ro, 


























































Clumsiness, awkwardnesa, poor muacular coordination, 
Hyperactivity; "always on the go", 
Dis tractibiJ.ity, 
Destructiveness in regard to his Nm an<l/or other 1o property. 




Profane language, swP.aring, cursing, 
Nervousness, j it ter:l.nass, jumpiness; easily startled, 
Irritability; hot-tempered; easily aroused to anger. 
Enuresis, bed-wetting, 1 
Often Ins ·physical complaints, e.g. headaches, s tornach-achcs. 
. ' 
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APPENDIX THREE 
TARGET BEHAVIOURS 
This visual analogue scale is to be canpleted 
by parents and staff primary therapist at the 
end of each week. The designated target 
behaviours are specific for each child. 
Cornplete each question by marking a cross (X) 
along the line to indicate your evaluation 
of the child's behaviour. 
EATING AT THE MEAL TABLE 
i.e. below average 
/ 
very good poor ,__ _____________ _,.,... ______ __, 
APPENDIX FOUR 
TITLE: ANOUA SUMMARY TABLE FOR FAMILY (A). 
SOURCE ss DF MS F PROB. 
MEAN 1904126.297 1 1904126.3 24555.79 0.00 
p ARENT 2030.583 1 2030.583 26.19 0.00 
OU ESTION 602.678 1 602.678 1.11 0.01 
PO 520.012 1 520.012 6.71 0.01 
ER ROR 6203.429 80 77.542 
APPENDIX FOUH 
TITLE: ANOUA SUMMARY TABLE FOR FAMILY (B). 
SOURCE ss OF MS F PROB. 
MEAN 812036.67 1 812036.67 4605.53 -0.00 
p ARENT 3231.44 1 3231.44 18.33 0.00 
OU ESTION 762.011 1 762.011 4.32 0.04 
PO 223.44 1 223.44 1.27 0.26 
ER HOR 14105.43 80 176.32 
APPENDIX FOUR 
TITLE: RNOUfl SUMMRRY TABLE FOR FRMIL Y (C). 
SOURCE ss OF MS F PROB. 
MEAN 1486265.76 1 1486265.76 20018.45 0.00 
p ARENT 6500.39 1 6500.39 87.55 0,00 
au ESTION 165·. 76 1 165.76 2.23 0.14 
PO 79.39 1 74.39 1.0 0.32 
ER ROA 4454.687 60 74.24 
APPENDIX FOUR 
TITLE: ANOUR SUMMARY TRBLE FOR FAMILY (D). 
SOURCE ss OF MS F PROB. 
MEAN 618457.35 1 618457.35 3381.41 0.00 
p ARENT 0.011389 1 0.01389 0.00 0.9931 
OU ESTION 6903.125 I 6903.125 37.74 0.00 
PQ 6593.347 1 6593.347 36.05 o.oo 
ER ROR 12437.167 68 182.899 
J,PPEJ\TDIX FOUR 
TITLE : RNOUR SUMMRRY TRBlE FOR FRMll Y (E). 
I I I 
SOURCE ss l)f MS f PROB. 
MERN 1180482.25 1 1180482.25 2014.42 0.00 
Q UESTION 12.25 1 12.25 0.02 0.84 
ERROR 19924.50 34 586.01 
----· 
APPENDIX FIVE 
OAN'.rEI.UlUllY H0:3Pl'l'Al, ]30Aill) l~'J.'HJCJ\.L COMMI'l'J.'ill.!!1 
Tlllili\'l'MJi;N'l' 'l'RIAL on INVES1l1IGA'.l1ION - PA'l'IEN'l' CONSEN'l' l•'O.llt1 
· Pl~0:11.:C T TI TL I.:: 
, , , , , , , , , , , }?{\ijE;N,T/\\, ,S,E,Lf-;~F,F;tt;l}½Y, t\l'!Q ,q-1:p1D, f'l{lt-}I\G.Etlf;!t·j'l: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . i; . 
• • t t f • t t f t f t ' ~ I f I I f t • I f i f t t t t I t f I t t I f I t t I t f t t t I t I t I I t t t t t I I t I I o t t t I t 
I ' 
INVESTlG:\TOn.S:; · ··· , . 
, I • • 
MR IMIKE PROUTil-;G ASSis'rANT· CLINICAL' PSYcHoLoGlS'l'' 
~~ 0s~~~E· ~~~;oh: 1~L·I~~~~L· ~;;c·~~~~dI~'~; 'o'R' ~~{L' ;,;1:K·I~~ ,• ·c~1~{~ ·P~~~H·I~~l~;s··r' • • • ' ' 
tviS kARYN' FRANcE. ~ .... , ...... , ... , .. , .. , , ... , . , ... , .. , .' . , ............. , 
WARD 24, CHRIS'l'CIIURCH IIOSPI'l'AL . 
It I I I I I It It t I I I I I I I I If It I I I It f I It It t It I It It It t I It t t I ,It t t t t t t t It t t t t t t 
Al~\ OF Tl~l:\L or- ~E\\' Tit EA TIIIENT Olr IN.YES.TIGATION: 
. '!'HE INVES'l'IGATION AIMS TO MEASURE AS OBJEC'l'IVELY I\S POSSIBLE CHANGES IN YOUR 
•It If If It It t I I It It f I If I I I It I I I If t t It I I I I I It It I It I It I I I 1'1 t I I I I,• It It ft 
(;f\Il,,O~& . .Bl'!l.ll\V.IDUR ,, ,BQ'flj .,D!J~:{l'jG, ',l'ljl~ ,Ap~qqS,I9t:J ;P,E~+Qq ptJ ,\'lAfp, ~4,,, {11-!Q ,OY!'~ ,A, , , , • , , 
F;O,L[.,?ILUf. J?~R,Ipf? ,qF, ~.-; ,4, ~19~!'1',Hp. F;O,Lf.,91'{1,NP, 91,s,q1~~G,E,.. ,I,T, (\ytqO, f\P.IS. ;rp. <;:~E.CJ<' .••. 
'.t;H,E: fl?~A. T~l'\T,. p\Jq'l;A,I~~q ,I!'lf~qv,EtlPJ'l'. ;i:t;i, Y,O!,l\', 9•,IJ,'? ',s. !3~'11\V,I?Y~ NH ,B,E. ~r,.qs,Er-,')', • , , 
LINKED TO YOUR CONFIDENCE'IN E'EELING YOU CAN INL"LUENCE YOUR CHILD'S BEHAVIOUR 
It I It I I I I It I I It I It • t I Ir t I It I I I I I It t ft I I I • I I I It I I I I It I If I It I It t t t I It 
WHEN YOU WANT \ 
t I I I I I I : f • I I I I I I f I .• ~ f I .• I I t I t I I t f I t I I, I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I f : I t t 
DESCRIPTION OF 1\/\l;Ul~E AND DUllATION OF PATIENT'S INVOLVEll\l~NT: 
~l\Rl':~'fq /\jU;: ,B,E,I~G ,Ap\<J;:Q ,Tp, <;QM,PJ,J;:'i;E\ !Jf , 1:0, pJ;:~E,RflJ;., , 'I;If'IJ;i? ,A. \~J;!~K. {',, QljE,S:L'J:Ql~NN {U;! , , , 
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DESCRIPTION OF !~CONVENIENCES OR HAZARDS WHICH 11\IGHT BE EXPECTED: 
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....--·you 0 AS• A PAREN'f WOULD BE INCONVENIENCED BY 'l'IIE I\MOUN1' OE' 'l'IME NEEDED 'l'O COMPLE'l'E 
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ST ATE~\ENT BY P/\ TIENT: (To be signed in the presence of a doctor) 
I HAVE READ· THE ABOVE AND HAVE HAD THE· OPPORTUNITY FOR DISCUSSION WITH A 
DOCTOR, I UNDERSTAND THAT THE PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY A SPECIAL· 
HOSPITAL COMMITTEE AND THAT I MAY WITHDRAW MY AGREEMENT AT ANY TIME, I 
Ul'-lDERSTAND THIS WOULD NOT AFFECT MY CONTINUING TREATMENT OR CAl~E AT THE 
HOSP IT AL. I UNDER ST AND THAT MY DOCTORS WILL DISCONTINUE THE TREATMENT OR 
INVESTIGATION IF ANY HARMFUL EFFEC,TS APPEAR. I AGREE TO TAl<E PART IN THIS 
. STUDY OR TRIAL OF TREATMENT. 
' ··.--. ........._,__. 
Signature of( Patient J PMEN'l' . Date 
Signa lure of Doctor- Date 
